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These .memories are presented "warts and all" from the point of view of a 

child of the 1920's. Except for a few episodes, I am unable to relate 

many of the following events to any specific dates. This is simply 

because the whole of these memoirs is written from ~emery, as time does 

not allow me to carry out any research. 

As a child I had a tremendous sense of security; hence I approached my 

schooldays at Mary's Mount in a particularly happy frame of mind, CJ:ld I 

was not disappointed. I remember quite vividly the day my mother asked 

me would I like to 90 to boarding school. We were . in the garden weeding 

some flower beds - she was doing the work; I was dithering about just for 

the pleasure of being with her. "Ooh yes , " I replied. Having been an 

avid reader of "School Girls <Mn" (every second Tuesday at two pence a 

copy) , here was I filled with the wonderful activities of Betty Barton, 

Polly Linton and Paula Creel (who couldn't pronounce "R" and called 

herself "CWeel"), and the rest of the fourth formers. In addition to 

this, our housemaid, Ruby Delaney, told me delightful stories of her years 

as a child at the Ballarat Orphanage. They must have been very. good to 

her because her recollections were always happy, and genuinely so - 'Ruby 

was a gui~eless person and. I would have seen through any insincerity -

but Ruby was sincere. She was very good to me. She!, a "grown up", even 

played hop scotch with me. In return, I attempted to teach her to read 

Latin - ·I had started teaching her French, but' found Latin eas.ier for her 

to pronounce. At this time, I was 9-10 years of age~ (Only in 1973, 

I heard that Ruby had been killed in a car accident a few years ago.) 

Sometimes when I was particularly naughty my mother would suggest that I 

ought to go to the orphanage in Geelong, quite unaware that to me an 

orphanage was a very attractive place. So my pleased "Ooh yes", in 

reply to her question. was accompanied by the thought that if I couldn't 

go to an orphanage then boarding school would be next best. 

I don't remember any further d.iscussion of the matter. In ·those days 
' children were "seen and not heard". .. The next thing I remember is sitting 

in the "front pa~lour" at Mary1 s Mount with my mother and being intervie~ed 

by Mother Michael Gibson. I don't remember much of the conversation, but 

I do remember how pleasant the tall, thin Mother Michael was to us. This · 

I knew, · as usual, was simply due to my .. mother whose quiet elegance was 

always an interest.ing contrast to her awkward and self-conscious offspring. 

(Cont;) .. 
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The only preparation I can remember was:-

l. Being measured for a ·school blazer made by a Geelong tailor, 

Mr. Ben. Wallace, who died only in 1974, after living and 

working in the same place for over 50 years. 

2. Being fitted for a school hat at Bright's, Geelong, and hating the 

woman who tried to make me look reasonably 

presentable. Poor woman, she also must have 

hated the scowling child who was so unco-operative. 

3. The frightful indignity of getting nightdresses for the first 

time in my life. I, who had always worn pyjamas, graduating 

from the one piece "trap door" style at five 

years of age to the two-piece just like my 

brother's, was suddenly told that nuns wouldn't 

like pyjamas they were not ladylike. I 

pondered the strange standards of adults~ 

I began school at Mary's Mount at the beginning of the first ·term 1923, 

on the evening of the second Tuesday in February - first term in those days 

always began on the second Tuesday of February for public and private 

schools; State schools began two weeks earlier. It was quite a memorable 

occasion for me as I had just met Jo Parer , whose brother Ray was the 

famous aviator, who was one of the first to fly from Engl~d to Australia. 

The Parers were friends of my mother's people, the Gambettas. I was 

still young enough not to be overimpressed by Jo's reflected glory. But 

I certainly appreciated Jo for taking me to school on the 5.00 p.m. train 

from Geelong to Ballarat (the timetable hasn't changed since then), and so 

saving me the indignity of being taken by my parents. 

I don't remember being nervous or apprehensive, but I was curious. On 

arrival, we seemed to be surrounded by a milling crowd of girls and nuns, 

all greeting each other, genuinely pleased to see each other and radiating 

sheer happiness. I remember the smiling face of an older fair-haired 

girl who spoke to me at the top of the corridor near the entrance to the 

Big School. She was Nance Connellan. Another said: "There's Mollie 

Webb", and I saw a small girl laughing with some others . (In later years, 
i 

I was to be godmother to Mqllie's daughter.) This atmosphere was all so 

unexpected. I had spent the previous five years as a day student at a 

private school in Geelong. I can describe it best as being like 

"something out of Dickens", and I had thought that · school teachers were 

a child's natural enemies. Hence my astonishment at the very friendly 

atmosphere of Mary's Mount. I can remember looking down the corridor and 

seeing the glass doors with their pseudo Gothic arch, and thinking, that 

is just right for a convent 

anything about architecture~ 

the shape, I mean. I had not yet learnt 

(Cont.) 
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;f The next thing I remember is going to bed and the fascination of . the 

dressing ·room, the one that belonged to the Blue Dormitory. ( r believe 

this dressing room is now a dormitory called "Rue .Celeste". ) We entered 

it by climbing a very steep, narrow staircase which led literally up to 

the roof,. for the ·dressing room was in an attic with dormer windows. 

About 20 to 30 of us were housed there. There were two rows of dark red 

curtains on brass rods running the full length of the attic leaving a 

narrow corridor·· between them. Along . under the. dormer windows where the 

roof· sloped down and met the floor was an area on each side running the 

full length of the roof and enclosed by wooden sliding doors. 

· This supplied wardrobe space. It 

also supplied us witl}. .the illegal 

means of visiting friends further up 

the .dressing room. And between the 

wardrobe area and the ~ed curtains was 

our dressing space, one to each child~ 

This contained a very antiquated brown 

wooden washstand with a wooden frame

work rising from the back., a cupboard 

beneath with two .doors and one shelf, 

and on the washstand a large china 

. basin. There was nothing to sit on 

so we just stood. After all, we 

weren' t in there. for l .ong, so we · had · 

no reason to sit. The framework at . 

the back of the washstand .used to 

puzzle me. I can only ·assume that the 

original manufacturers meant this to 

hold a mirror but, in those days, 

mirrors were supposed to be undesirable 

for young girls ·in convents, being 

considered if not exactly instruments of 

Satan, but at least as encouraging vanity. 
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So the most we were allowed to have was a hand mirror. I must admit 

that at that age mirrors were of no interest to me. The framework, 

incidentally, was used for displaying favourite snapshots and other bits 

and pieces dear to the .feminine heart. Mine was not decorated, as I 

regarded the custom as silly~ The wash basins were filled with cold 

water in the summer and hot water in the winter (second term), by a lay nun. 

4d~-, .. · ' ."P1l" . 
'( ~'(.;,, . , ,: . .. t 

But we had the 

sink where each child emptied and rinsed her basin and then returned 

"quietly" ~o her little cubicle. But before doing this we had hair drill, 

which meant we had to brush our hair many times in view of the presiding 

nan to make sure we did it properly. The simple · regimentation was 

delightful. As soon as we came upstairs to the dressing room we went 

into our little cubicles, drew the curtains, undressed and put on our 

dressing gowns. All done in silence. Then the nun rang a little bell, 

we pulled the curtains open, stood each at our own entrance and brushed 

our hair until such time as the nun decided. Brushing the· hair down 

over the face was a great lurk for conversing with your neighbour. The 

length of time for brushing varied according to ·the nun - there was one 

who decided there should be 100 strokes. Whether anyone ever bother.ed 

to count, I don't know. I certainly didn't. At the sound of the bell 

again, we went back into our cubicles, drew the curtains, then washed and 

cleaned our teeth. Then began the basin emptying queue. After this, 

we were again summoned by the bell to come out and stand in line ready 

to go down to the Dormitory which was on the next floor down. The 

strangeness of this wash basin procedure and all later references to 

lavatories were simply due to the fact that this part of Ballarat was 

not sewered · until the late l930's. From what I have heard there had 

been, some years before our time, a septic tank system, and there had 

been bathrooms and lavatories off the landings of the stairs going up to 

the Blue and Pink Dormitories, where they were re-installed when the 

school was sewered in the 1930's. But before our era and as soon as 

sewering of the city started, the Ballarat ~ity Council .had banned all 

septic tanks, so the sti-1 ~nsewered areas had to revert to the original 

more primitive system with outside lavatories serviced by the nightman. 

So our generation was the one between the septic tank era and ~he sewer era. 

On the way down the steep stairs from the dressing room, we could ~ook 

over the bannisters into a small room with shelves of bottles all around 

its .,;arm brown walls • This, I was told, was a dispensary and belonged 

to the Infirmary. . In all the years I was at Mary's Mount, I didn't see 
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anyone going into this room, so I always regarded it as a relic of the 

past and no concern of mine. 

When we arrived in the . dormitory on this first night I found that 01,1r beds 

were separated by pale blue wooden partitions, and each bed . and chair were 

enclosed by. a folding screen and curtain, which could be folded back in. 

the day time. . Before getting into bed we lined up along the passage-way 

near the fire p'laces, knelt~down . and went . thro;Jgh some kind of pr~yer 

ritual, the significance of which rather eluded me. At some stage during 

the prayer we all bent down till our heads nearly touched the ground, up 

again and on with the prayer • I have to admit that I never ever knew the 

words of that prayer. No-one ever thought to tell me what the prayer was; 

apparently we just picked it up from those arourid us. As my hearing has 

always been a little less than acute, I could not hear what was ·being said. 

Apparently others had the same difficulty because I remember hearing ·some 

very strange words; e.g., I used to hear Tess · Davies saying somethi.ng 

which '.sounded like . "bay our safe" • 

. . ··~ dv~~~,k7'-'' 
· ~· -·- fvUt"" . . \ ~ . . . - ! 

. .' . • ·. . . i_t : . \/ 9~ 
This puzzled me for a long time but I wouldn't as~ what it was for fear of 

be~ng laughed at for my ignorance~ 

the word Was meant to be . II VQUChs.afe II o 

About three years later I discovered 

My first night at school was sheer mental agony. it was not the fault of 

the school but the fault of the absurd social conventions of those times 

which suffered from the hangover of the Victorian era. In short, I was 

dying to go to the lavatory but was too shy to ask anyone where the 

lavatory was. To make matters worse, I had been given at home, that 

morning, again in accordance with the custom of the times, a dose of senna 

tea. I spent that first night in the dormitory sitting up, too scared to 

go to sieep in case I had an accident. However.; I must have gone to sleep 

at some stage because the next thin.g I remember was the very ·blurred image 

of a nun standing at the side of the bed muttering something and leaning 

towards me; holding something, as I thought, wider my nose. As I didn't 

have my glasses on, and I am very short sighted, I had no idea what she 

was holding out to me, so I leant over to try ·and se·e .what it was, thinking 

it was smoothing I had to drink or sniff. The poor nun didn't know I was 

literally half blind, and must have wondered at this strange Squinting 

creature • However, she said "Holy Water", and then ali was clear, so I 

. put my hand in the -direction of her hand. and contacted a little glass 

container. I later discovered her morning gr.eeting was "Bendicamus Domino" - · 
. . . . 

this I understood, because I had begun to · learn La·tin at a · very early age~ 
but it was quite a few years before I discovered I should have replied 

"Deo Gratias". 

(Cont.) 
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i so .up we got at 6.15 a.m., put on : 

our dressing gowns, pushed back our 

curtains and lined up again to go up 

to the dressing room, where the 

previous night's performance was 

repeated in reverse, except for the 

elimination of hair drill. Then 

r:...: __ .. ·--··· ··· 
~ : .". ,I ; . ~p~- --

dawn to the school, picking up our 

veils · .(white net) from the pigeon 

holes just outside the big school 

door, and again lining up in the 

school to go to Mass at 7.00 a.m. 

(first and third terµis, and 7.30 a.m • 

~: ... <· 
/ ; 

r. -··--.-.·-- -:-- ... · ·-- ... 
:; .-- . ,: ! 

~·' :-:: - -:·: ~~ ::-=1;~-~ ··---. ; J)~-~----
: . ·. . .. ~- ·- -·- --.' . ..... 

. 
winter term) • · 

I don't remember anything about nrz first morning Mass at school. 

do remember going back to the dormitory after Mass to make nrz bed. 

But I 

I 

had never made a bed in nrz life and was quite. ignorant of the finer points 

involved. At home the housemaid always made my bed. However, Mother 

Catherine came to the rescue and I have never forgotten the neatness of 

the mitred ends of the sheets • 

Going down to the big school we lined up again, wended our way along the 

corridor, through the pointed glass doors and up the stairs to the 

refectory to breakfast, where another nun was waiting standing beside the 

"Throne". The whole of the foregoing performa~ce from the moment of 

getting up until we sat down at breakfast was carried out in silence (or 

supposed to be), and all the time under the watchful eye of a nun aided 

by the ubiquitous gong. Refactory discipline was fascinating. On 

entering we walked straight to our places and stood in silence behind our 

chairs . When all . shuffling had ceased, the presiding nun would tap the 

gong and we would say Grace, she would tap the gong again and we would all -sit; at the third tap of the gong we would start talking. At the end of ----
the meal the gong.2'.'ould first summon us to silence, then again to stand 

and say Grace, then to leave the refectory in strict order of seniority 

the top table first and so on down the scale, each girl bowing to th~ n_un 

On passing her• (It wasn 1 t for nothing that the llUn 1 S rostrum was· known 

as the "Throne".) 
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On my first morning I found myself at a table with Mollie Webb, Nance 

Barwick, Tess Davies, Rene Richardson, Lil Scullion, Nora Payne, and I 

don't remember who sat at the head -of the table, · but later on we had a 

Councillor Maureen Sykes. There were eight children at each table. 

remained friends as a group for most out-of~class activities. At this 

· first breakfast at Mary's Mount, I was introduced to one· of the most 

celebrated and unique traditions of Loreto - the Loreto Brown Bread -

that wonderful ;bran-like concoction, whose ingredients have consistently 

eluded us. No-one but Loreto knows how to make it. To savour it .to 

its full it mus;t be served hot with much butter between the two layers, 

and the nuns in the kitchen always made -sure that that was how we had it. 

I reioomber my first taste of this Loreto bread. 

heated plate already cut into a dozen small cubes, 

gi vi_ng one to e_ach of the eight children at each 

It was s~rved on a 
i 

table and one extra for four. We were very strict 

on .this, taking it in turns on alternate days of 

four at a time for the extra cube. Expecting it to have ~ sweet taste, 

I was most a_greeably surprised to find that it was not sweet but had a 

delicious flavour all of its own. In present day terminology, it was 

"yummy": There was a theory mentioned among the children at that time 

that the reason for the brdwn bread eveiy morning was to supply us with 

"ro_ughage" from the bran. Some thought it contained Epsom's salts. 

As I don't know the recipe; I can't say if this were so, but whatever the 

reason we enjoyed our brown bread. 

On leaving the refectory, we returned (again ·in silence") : to the school. 

It was ·only then, on this my first morning, that· I found the lavatories. 

It was 8.30 a.m., and I had not been since 4.00 p.m. on the previous day. 

in Geelong. How wonderful is the elasticity of the juvenile bladder: 

I chose.Mollie Webb to ask where the lavatories were. Mollie said: 

·"You mean aunts?". I said: "Do you call it aunts, too? So do I." 

I had made a friend: Mollie duly took me to the ·1avs. and introduced 

me to one of the strangest customs of that era - the supposedly unobserved . 

approach to that "holy of holies". 

.. 

':6 . . ... --,.7 .... ~ . -· - ·-

(:;-: . .:...+·: -~ '---··· -··.·. 

~i:J,y'ih-~ -'''-
~ .• -~!:. .. ; ... ,.. · · ·~· · · · --··- · --

~r~~f t~'.s: :" .. _ 

The lavatories, five in .all 

for the first and second 

divisions, were located at 

the end of the long wooden 

building which housed eight 

or nine music cells, and 

stretched across at right 

angles to the eastern end 

of the big school. The 

·approach involved passing 

the half-glassed door at the 

end of the Senior School (see 

diagram) ~ : As mentioned 

• (Cont.) 
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previously, we were still under the influence of the overhang from the 

Victorian era. The mention of lavatories was one of the very strict 

taboos. (Incidentally, when I was quite a small child I remember hating 

other children's birthday parties because I was too shy to ask where the 

lavatory was.) The result was in the Big School no-one ever asked to . 

leave the room during a lesson; it just wasn't done. We, of course, 

managed to get there between classes. But we made sure we were not seen 

going there - or so we thought. The procedure was as follows: approaching 

from "the bri.cks" we entered the door to a small passage, turned left then 

right (see red arrow and line) in a bending down position, chin to knees 

to avoid being seen from the school through the half-glassed door. As 

soon as we turned right we were out of range, stood up and proceeded to 

the lavatories. I don't think we went through this procedure on the way 

back _again. Apparently, we tho_ught coming out might only ' seem like . 

coming from the music cells. Why 

- · 

.. - .. -- ___ __..:_. ··-- ... .;... ____ _ 

But it certainly did in our era. 

we didn't think the same would apply 

on the way in I do not knew. I had 

not thought to apply logic to this 

problem - after all, it was a 

hallowed custom and had to be observed. 

I believe the custom faded out in the 

next. few years because Peg Newton 

assured me that this did not happen 

when she was in the B.ig School. 

New children were always exhorted "Don't 

forget to bend down going past the ·door". · Of course, it no longer applied 

once the school was sewered ~nd the lavs. were again indoors. 

Lavatory drill was simple and effective. On going down the step at the 

entrance, we called out "One, two1 three, four five", and the occw..;>ant of 

any lav. would reply with the corresponding number. There were no 

ENGAGED - VACANT signs in .~ose days. Each green door was also dignified 

by the name of the most exclusive Melbourne hotels. They bore the names 

Menzies, Ritz, Windsor, and Scott's, and number 5 stood out in lone~y 

state . - nameless. These names had been printed on by a previous generation. 

But that was all, there were no other names or scribbling or graffiti. 

Such a thing was "just not done". Children are strange creatures - there 

we were ready to break every rule that was ever made, but we had our own 

very strict code of behaviour and certain things were "just not done". 

We would never dream of doing them - anyone who did would be regarded as a 

rank outsider. (I have noted an adult parallel to this in later life. 

Always hating the rules and regulations by which my work has to be governed, 

I have applied much stricter rules to myself in any voluntary work, and 

wouldn't dream of breaking them simply because they were self-imposed.) 

(Cont.) 
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After breakfast we went out to "the paddock". This was the sp9rts CJ·round 

where there were two tennis courts, two basketball courts, and plenty of 

room to run around. Right along . the fences on three sides ·and on either 

side of the "Broad walk" were rows of huge pine trees - marvellous for 

climbing provided we were not observed. On the gate was an ancient · tin 

notice saying: "Please close gate as ·oandy is iri paddock". No-<:me could 

tell us how or wh~n this notice first appeared. All we could gather was 

that a~parently Dandy had been a horse. Nearly 50 years later, by one of 

those wonderful coincidences that seem to occur once in a life-time, I was 

given the answer. on · 17th February, 1972, parts . of Melbourne were flooded 

by one of the heaviest downpours of rain in its known history. Traffic 

was completely disrupted, cars floated do-tlil Elizabeth Street, and shops 

had basements and ground floors flooded. Having waded knee deep through 

water to get to the tram outside the University in Royal'. Parade, the tram 

taking over 1-1/2 hours to get to the city - normally a 10-12 minute 

journey - I was much too late for my train which left Spencer Street for 

Geelong at 5.50 p.m. While waiting for the next train, I decided to have 

a meal in the Railway Refreshment Room where most o·f our fellow travellers 

had gathered. Shortly after, an ·elderly couple came and sat at my"table. 

Quite naturally, we began discussing the storm. They had missed it as 

they had just driven down .from Ballarat and were on their way· back to Sydney. 

I mentioned that ·r knew Ballarat as I had been to school there. "So was I", 

· said the man• "What scnool were you at?" "I was at Mary's Mount, the 

school -up · on the lake." I said: "Do you know it?" · "Know it!", replied 

the man: "I was cabman there for a couple of years from September, -1915." 

He the~ mentioned various nuns ·and said he used to drive the nuns out to 

· the farm and to the school at Redan. He .lived in a cottage or soinething 

in the grounds, and he had three horses but his .favourite was Dandy. I 

could hardly believe my ears; I told him the notice was still on the gate 

years later. --He was most interested. I asked him for his na,me and 

address, which I gave to ·Mother Antoinette at the reunion a couple of 

week~ later. 

,rust inside the _ entrance gate and to the left were a maypole and a swing. 

What- exhilaration to r'un and jump 

out high, twirling round and round 

sometimes rotating on our own axis 

while revolving round this . 

wonderful maypole! 
).~: .-:: ;..._:._~;~- -
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The sw~ng was right next to a very h_igh thick hedge of cypress, which we were 

led to _believe surrounded the drying yard for the nun's clothes. . If you 

were tall enough and willi_ng to take the risk, you could work yourself up 

on the swing till you could -see over the hedge. Wonderful tales we heard 

from those who could do this. However, eventually I was able to do this 

myself, and great was my surprise to see perfectly normal ordinary under-

wear on the clothes line. So riuns wore the same . sort of clothes as other 

people~ I don' t know what I expected, but I fe 1 t disappointed. · 

On the far side (i.e., the Sturt street side) of the tennis courts was 

the Infirmary, a brick cottage sitting isolated · in a garden of its own 

and ~lso surrounded by a big hedge. I never ever saw inside this place, 

and knew of only two girls who had been in there - Eileen Biggins with a 

sore throat, and one of the Sutherland girls whom I accidentally knocked 

out with a basketball when I kicked it. 

that. curios~ty about the forbidden. 

But I was often curious with 

We spent about half an hour .after breakfast in the paddock, and on the 

first day of term went back to the hall where we unpacked our trunks 

under the supervision of the nun who had us for "dressing room". This 

we did mostly on the stage, because that was nearest to the "trunk -room", 

that sacred area ruled by the eagle eye of Ali Chew - alias Mother Alphonso. 

Ali was of a very small neat build with a small triangular face and pursed 

up mouth , usually wearing a very disapproving expression~ I think her 

hair would have been grey if we had been able to see it in those days 

you just assumed nuns didn • t have hair - all was shaved off and stayed . 
that way~ r can't remember ever seeing Ali Chew smiling. I suppose it 

wouldn't have been very amusing looking after the clothes and suitcases, 

etc ., of about 80_ growing children. I can remember the annoyance of 
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having the length of my dresses and skirts checked in case I had grown out 

·of them. At this period, skirts were worn just above the knees (the post-

1st World war period) , but of course· Ali and her kind were products of the 

long skirt · days. And so, to make sure we were not a "disgrace to the school" , 

we had the 'length decided by the simple prqcess of kneeling in an upright 

position so that the skirt · just touched the floor. . That was the correct 

l°ength. We didn't like this because when we stood ·up the skirt was below 

our knees. Often Ali would make . sure the skirts were a couple of inches 

below the knees especially in our "White Dresses", called semi-evening 

dresses, and ·worb with black shoes and black stockings. They were an 

uniform style made by Harry Davies' establishment in Ballarat, and had a 

Peter Pan collar and long sleeves. Bare arms were considered unladylike. 

These . dresses were made of a very light-weight cotton material (voile, I 

. think) and were ~eant to be worn only on very special occasions like Feast 

Days and co~certs • The nearest approach in present day apparel is the 

nightdress-like gatb of the ladies who play bowls. They never fitted us 

properly - "must leave room for growing" - and the only way· we could try 

to make .them presentable was by controlling the length. In later years 

when I was a senior, even I was .aware of the horror of these dresses and 

decided to overcome it. Although I had never been nor ever will be able 

to sew, on many a night befor~ a Feast Day or etc., I sat down and 

shortened the skirt by two inches . by turning it up the full width of the 

hem and . sewi.ng it with · large dog-tooth stitches .• As soon as the day's 

activities were over I undid the stitches, flattened out the hem, and 

returned ·the dress the next day to Ali's unsuspecting care. Only once 

did she comment on how much I had grown as my dress looked so short. 

Next time I shorteneq it by only one inch. 

Ali was a fascinating creature; she wa.s about ·the only nun who really 

/ ; 

We weren't exactly .afraid of her, but we were careful 

As well as reigning over the "trunk ·room", 

( 
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Cooking classes were held in a well-equipped cooking kitchen built Qn the 

north (or lake) side of the Hall - that large galvanised iron temporary 

structure which lasted for over 70 years, until 1973 (see diagram). On 

the same side, but further east was a science laboratory. 

Dressmaking classes took place in a small room opening off the lake side 

of the stage - obviously originally meant as a stage dressing room, and 

a mirror image of Kate's studl.o on the other side. Here Ali held sway 

. with a carefully selected class. At about 14 years of age, I was allowed 

to join these classes; I don't know. how I was included because I was 

much too short-sighted to sew and, in any .case, I didn't want to. However, 

I lasted only until Ali found me interfering with her sewing machine. It 

didn't matter that .I was interested in the mechanics of this ancient treadle 

model. Nothing mattered except that I had committed sacrilege - so out I 

went. My. cooking career was shorter still. On the first day we were to 

make scones, and all went well until Ali walked in in the midst of a dough 

ball fight. My dismissal .was instantaneous. I have to admit I was 

pleased to be out of both classes , even though the cooks were al·lowed eat 

their cakes, etc.; later. I was very bored by both activities. 

Reverting to rrry first day, after we had finished unpaCking we spent about 

an hour in the school-room writing our home letters. .I remember clearly 

telling rrry parents that boardi.ng school was lovely - we were going for. a 

picnic at the lake after lunch: 

This picnic was a time honoured custom, presumably designed to make the new 

children feel ll'Ore at home. We were allowed to wander along without 

crocodiling (that came later) and .chat to each other. · I remember a couple 

of older girls, Lorolei Metford and Rosie McGurgan, who asked me to walk 

with tl].em • It was on this picnic. that I had rrry first lesson in school 

. girls' strict code of .behaviour. At the side of the lake there was a 

pavilion with a player piano (called pianola) set up on a high floor about 

three steps up. This was the sort of place I had previously seen only 

from a distance, and was never allowed to approach. But here I was able 

to stand and look closely·. There was a notice giving the charge (I think 

sixpence or one .shilling) for piaying one roll of music. Of course, we 

had no money and would never have thought of paying for such a thing. The 

man in charge invited us to play a roll, but we declined. However, he was 

a kindly man and said we needn't pay. I was dying to play it, never having 

ever played a pianola. In the twenties they were quite fashionable.. ·After 

some hesitation, I accepted the offer and climbed up on ~e platform and 

began to pump away with my feet. I don't remember what it played, but I 

do remember the loud honky-tonk sound as the music (?) rushed on at a 

tremendous pace. Being too young to have foreseen the consequences of rrry 

action, I was surprised at the crowd I attracted, and to see the icy looks 

·of some of the.seniors who .proI11?tly walked away. Immediately I sensed 

that· I had transgressed the unwritten law that forbade display in public, 

particularly in school uniform. I almost panicked and started to climb 

down from the stool, but the man told me the roll had to be finished · - to 
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stop in the middle might harm it. So I continued en r _ight to the end 
feeling extremely foolish. However, on looking over my shoulder as everyone 

melted away, I saw that Lorolei and Rosie remained. They stood by me in 

my moment of extreme shame - I was most grateful to them. Unfortunately, 

the friendship didn't go on for long as Lorelei left school 'at the end of 

that year, and Rosie died at the beginning of third term. 

remember them with tremendous warmth and gratitude. 

But I still 
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We began classes the next day (Thursday) • . Here I was to receive another - · -surprise. To my amazement_ we were allowed to talk .to each other and to - -r.· .. ~ · 

the nun who was teaching us -and discuss ·various aspects of our work. This 

seemed incredible to me who, as previously mentioned, had spent the previous 

five years in the Geelong version of Dotheboys Hall. Here, even though I 

was always top of the form, I was in constant strife. Nearly every day I 

was punished for talking to the girl next to me or turning around to talk 

to the boy or girl behind me or :..:n front, 'or for not sitting still. The·· 

daily anthem was: "Lucy Kerley (pronounced by old 'Wackford Squeers' -

female ·version - as Luc~Kairl~ - the "e" as in bed-) take - an imposition." 

I didn't know what an imposition was, but knew it meant I had to .stay in 

after school and write lines. I · became expert at writ.ing two lines 

simultaneously with two pens in: the one hand. 

have not lost the art! ) · 

Hence my delighted surprise at Mary's Mount~ 

(I have just discovered I 

Here was the same happiness 

I had noticed when I arrived on the Tuesday night. There was Sister John 

who taught us Latin and mathematics, a young rather good-looking nun who 

seemed very popular. Mother Michael, who was considerably older, taught 

us English and Hi_s:tory, and I can't remember who else we had at this stage. 
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Mother Michael Gibson (al.ias Mike) made a tremendous impression on me • . 

She was a tall very thin nun with a small waist-line. Although she had 

the reputation for being strict, I often saw her smile. She was very kind 

to me and later very good naturedly endured my relatively bad behaviour. 

She told my parents that ·one day she glimpsed me Catheri.ne wheeling up the 

middle of the big school, but tactfully withdrew and made another entrance 

after I had stopped. We both saved face~ She used to call me "Ribadaneira" -

I thought it was a name she had made up, and only in 1974 did I discover · 

that Ribadaneira was a rather lively Jesuit novice who had been a great 

thorn in the side of St. Ignatius. 

I think I would have felt flattered. 

If I had known this when I was a child 

Perhaps it is just as .well that I · 

didn't. Mike's classes were very interesting. Although I wasn't very 

keen on English or History (too much memory work - Maths. and Languages 

were my long suit), her continuous reference to Newton stirred me. At 

first I thought he was a relative of two of the girls, Sheila Newton and 

her sister Peg (now Sister Marianne), because they were connected in some 

way by marriage with Mike. Although this person Newton really interested 

me, I was still too much under the influence of my previous school to ask 

where I could get any information on him. And it wasn't until about a 

year later that Mother Borgia Tipping (Little B) enlightened me. She had 

me for . "dressing room" at the time. I had a mirror with a bevelled edge, 

and whenever the sun struck it at a certain angle I got a wonderful rainbow. 

I had often observed this and turned and twisted the mirror to get the best 

effect. From this I knew that the deciding factor was the ·angle at which 

the sun struck the mirror edge - but why the edge and not the rest of the 

mirror? So I asked Little B what does the mirror edge do to the sunlight 

to make it form those colours? She immediately took me down to the library 

(in the room with the red carJ;>et where the priest had his breakfast) and 

lent me a book on Sir Isaac Newton's work on prisms and lenses. At last 

I had a book on Newton~ I was thrilled. A whole new world opened up -
from · 

my knowledge of colour, hitherto only /the artistic point of view of 

pigments, was now enhanced by a growing interest in t.ile origin of colour. 

I can't remember the author of this book, but it had a beautiful blue 

cover. (A few years ago at a reunion at Mary's Mount I looked for this 

book but couldn't find it.) 

Even at this early age I sensed what a gem Little B was - her intellect 

was one of the best. As well as teaching English and History, she also 

taught Physics, Mathematics, Latin and Greek. She probably wouldn't 

realize that I owe my whole way of life to her. When I didn't want . to 

write essays she made me do it, and so pushed me through'· the English exams. 

Otherwise, I would never have matriculated and could never have become a 

Scientist and University Lecturer. I shall always be grateful to her. 

In fact, the only reason I wouldn't write essays was that some years 

previously I had been laughed at whe.n an essay. of mine was read out.to a 

class in Geelong. 
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Little B introduced me to some very apt quotations. 

Wordsworth on the French Revolution:-

One of the best was 

"Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive 

But to be young was very heaven~" 

and I felt how truly it described iny own joy of living. 

it into:-

But I misquoted 

"Joy was it then to be .alive 

·., But to be young was very heaven~" 

and I still think that the word "Joy" is much more descriptive of what I felt. 

· Little B had a wonderful sense· of humour, and when she smiled her eyes 

crinkled up and danced with fun. She wa~ ~mall, very neat, and had 

beautiful ·hands with small tapering fingers, balanced by the small white 

cuff e·ncircling the black wrist band of the sleeve of her black habit. 

Often I used to wonder what toothpaste · or soap she used because she was 

always surrounded by a very pleasant smelling clean aura. 

polite to ask her. 

I was much too 

I was very sorry when Little B was transferred away from Mary's Mount. 

She was the only on~who was able to prevent me from becoming a complete 

"loafer!'. She stirred my intellect, and i missed our discussions. 

During first term in 1923 (I think it was· ab.out May), the Mother Provincial, 

Mother Stanislaus Mulhall died. ~ had never seen her or heard much about 

her. I assume that by the time I arrived at Mary .'s Mount s!le was too .old 

or too ill to see the children. However, · on dying she immediately interested 

me. The coffin was placed in the chapel in the· usual way, b.ut the lid was 

to be left off for a while. Th.e ·girls from . the "First Division" were told 

they could go to see her i f they wished . . I was in the anomalous position 

of being in the same class as girls of the First Division, but for all other 

activities I belonged with my own age group in the Second Division. Of 

course, ·.r took .advantage of my position, and was told I could go provided 

it was not just "out of curiosity .... I privately wondered what other reason 

could I have. I had already gathered from .other girls that Mother Provincial 

had died from a stroke . "Where did she have the stroke?" i asked. i•0own 

· the right side of her face", I was told. I thought this meant that I would 

be able to see a mark down .the side of her face. I had never seen a dead 

person before so here was my opportunity. Off I went to the chapel, k~elt 

down for a couple of minutes to make my visit .look authentic, then walked 

over to the coffin. To my surprise there was no mark on the face. I 

walked round each side a couple of times to make sure - but nothing. I 

had to report the disappointing news to my coll~agues • 

. My inunaturity as shown by the above episode caused me many embarrassing 

moments with the rest of ·the form. Being so much older, · they seemed 

tremendously sophisticated to me. · That poor word "sophisticated" - I 

don't think I properly Understood it till many years later. Apcording to 

the nuns it was desirable to be unsophisticated, .but with the older girls 

if you weren't thought sophisticated you were rather a joke and considered 

"dumb" . I thought that sophisticated people were those who were always 



~ntertaining or being entertained on a lavish scale, with plenty of boyfriends .' 

with whom one could talk in a smart and worldly fashion. This idea I simply 

picked up from listening to some of the older girls boasting .and expressing 

their ideas culled from the Hollywood films of that era. The sheer super-

ficiality and silliness of such talk never occurred to me, and I decided I 

would much rather be thought sophisticated than intellectual and intelligent 

and hence spent my time tryin~ to hide my ability to think~ 

One incident that caused much amusement to the others occurred in ·the Leavi.ng 

Honours French class. I was 15 at the time and hence very immature in the 

"ways of the world". . , . We were translating a novel by Merrime - I can t 

remember its title, and were readi.ng about the death of an old man. At 

the "wake" it was apparently the custom for the friends and relatives of 

'.:.~ ... 

·•' 
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·, · 

the deceased to walk .UP to the corpse and pronounce a few words of appreciation :·. 

of his qualities, etc. We came to the part where one such friend said: "If 

only you had lived a few more weeks you would have been a grandfather". 

Immediately I asked: "But how would they know?" This was greeted with 

yelps of laughter from the other girls who quite wro.ngly assumed I knew 

nothing about pregnancy. In actual fact, having always had cats and other 

animals at home, I was well aware of this, but I thought that people didn't 

mention these things outside those immediately concerned. 

and subsequent embarrassment at the laughter! 

Hence my surprise 

Mother Peter Leeson (alias Pete) had us for French. She was a very.· good 

teacher of the French language as such, but not so good on the literature. 

We had a .lot of fun with her. She was a wonderful mixture of superstition. . • 

and "down to earth" matter of factness. Whenever an old nun died, we 

would ask Pete if she had heard the Banshees, and she always had. Of course, 

she may have been "pulling our leg", but she was Irish. She had a great 

stock of funny little Bible stories; e.g., the story of the man who called 

his dog "Moreover". When asked why, he said he called it after the dog in 

the Bible: "Moreover, the dog came and licked his sores". Then there was 

the one about Noah's Ark - the animals went in two by two - said the ant to 

the elephant: "Who are you shoving?" I can also recall that Pete was the 

only nun at Mary's Mount who seemed to want to hurt our feelings, but still 

we liked her. Poor old Eileen Sullivan seemed specially fated to suffer 

Pete's hurtful tongue. I always felt sorry for Sull. 

Pete was also a sort of semi-infirmarian and presided over the pre-breakfast 

distribution of something called "white house mixture". 

from this after my experience with senna tea. 

I kept well away 

During my first two years at school, Mother Magdalene (alias Mag) was 

Mistress of Schools. She was a gentle person, fairly tall, but not thin, 

and with a well modulated, pleasant voice. Mag wasted a lot of sarcasm 

on me because I was too young to recognize it, and would laugh happ~ly 

thinking she was terribly funny. 
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It was she who first ~ntroduced me to that horrible expression of that era -

"Notice Box" • I had no idea what it meant until I had it hurled at me by 

a couple of the girls. This was one of my first lessons in misinterpretation 

of motive. They didn't seem to realize that far from lookin~ for attention 

I ·was only wanting to share my fun with them. But at that age I could not 

explain this, and so had to accept the horrible title. 

endurance had begun~ 

~other lesson in 

I liked Mag and her pleasant gen~le ways, but I don't think she had the same 

discernment as Mike, Little B or Barb. They never labelled me as 

irresponsible but Mag did. - even telling my parents so. The other three 

may have ·realized that my actions were the result of very quick thinking, 

though misdirected. 

The "Barb", mentioned above, was Mother· Barbara McDonald, a tremendous 

person with a W?nderful respect for children. She succeeded Mag as Mistress 

of Schools in September, 1924. There were many changes at that time because 

Mandeville Hall at Toorak was opened, and I remember Mike was appointed there 

as the first Superior. In fact, we had no Mistress of Schools for a couple 

of months (I assUilie there must have been an acting Mistress), as Barb had 

an accident before she began duty. She had apparently fallen down some · 

stairs, cracked her head and broken her wrist. For a long time afterwards 

she carried a tennis ball to keep her fingers. and wrist supple as she 

twirled it between her fingers a:nd thumb at every available opportunity. 

I can see her now, raising her arm and rhythmically tapping ·-the top of h_er 

head with her fingers one afte-r the other to exercise them. 

Barb impressed me tremendously for her 

sheer common sense handling of children. 

She was fair, just, and kind. I never 

ever heard her make an unkind re·mark to 

any child. She treated·us with the 

greatest respect and we responded 

accordingly. · She was one of the most 

mature people I have ever met (and that 

includes my adult life). I can remember 

many instances of her fairness. For 

example, . there was the occasion on which 

a V.I.P. was visiting us - he may have 

been a Bishop (I'm not too sure). However, 

the first and second divisions were gathered 

in the . big school waiting for him. As 

usual> I _decided to sit at the back, as I 

found _these functions rather boring, and 

at the back I could chat to my best friend, , 
Dorothy Andre, without being observed. 

The back seats were· usually a couple of 
. . 

rows of benches which we had dragged from 

the Intermediate ·class room behind the 

(Cont.) 
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folding doors. The doors were folded back to acconunodate these extra 

benches whenever . there was a meeting of the two divisions. 

the famous half glass door. 

Behind us was 

On this occasion Dorothy and I were ii the back seat. Right in front of us 

was Eileen Sullivan (Sully), a tall fair haired girl .with a long plait down 

her back. Now Sull was a "being apart", she · aspired to and seemed to reach 

heights of virtue that were quite beyond our puny efforts. Hence, she was 

"fair game". I knew that as ·soon as the V.I.Ps. entered, Sull would be 

tl:le first to stand up. ·There she was sitting up very straight and inunobile 

right in front of me. Her plait of hair was long and the bow of ribbon 

at the end was below· the crossbar of the seat. The temptation was 

irresistible! I ieant forward, undid the bow and tied the ribbon round 

the crossbar, then waited·. As soon as the V.I.Ps. appeared, the unsuspecting 

Sull was the first to move and, as she went to stand up, there was an unholy 

crash as the bench rose an inch or two with her theri crashed back, Sull still 

in the sitti~g position. Quite shamelessly I prodded her in the back and 

whispered: "Stand up, Sull, you ass, the Bishop's arrived". ·This, of 

course, was greeted with the icy look of disdain that I deserved. ·Good 

old Sull never bore a grudge, and took it in good part, so I thought that 

was the eng of the episode • . But unknown to me, ·Mother Barbara (whose office 

was at the far end of the music cells) happened to be passing the half glass 

door and viewed the proceedihgs. When I say "happened to be passi.ng", I 

mean just that, · because Barb would never "snoop". She sent for me later, 

asked me what I had been doing, .and in her usual way said she quite understood 

why I had wanted to do it, but. pointed out the meanness of taking advantage 

of an unsuspecting person, and the possibility of causing physical harm. 

This aspect had not occurred to me1 I had thought only of the fun I was 

having. And so I learnt another lesson in fair play. I was very fortunate 

to have known Barb • 

. ···-·I····· ... ..... ······-·· -· ... . . i 
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We were very fond of this habit of· tying people to immovable objects. Going 

into the '· chapel two by two we ·went throu.gh .. the little square room where the 
·;_v\::i"' 

faD).ily tr.ee of Loreto houses hangs, and which leads out to the cloisters. 
• - +·,-:.\,';, 

In the centre of the room· was a pillar, rather thin and of 'squate cross · 
. . : ~· '.• . ;;_~:!)~::--. 

section, -which we passed one . on . each side• So·, : if the two "tallting; ahead 

of yc>u were rather . virtuous ;'Goodie Goodies", it was the custom :i o tie the 

ends ' of their t\t."a n:et veils together. .The · veils. were of very light weight, 

and the unsuspecting pair would walk on unaware that their two veils were 

left. clinging round tjle · piHar. On .a few successful occasions the victims 

would get right into. the shapel before 

discovering their loss. Much .consternation 

on their· part, and .much amusement, on ours~ 

But usually a C:ouncillor -·or .. . some other \ . 

conscientious person.<would·· hav:e · intervened. 

In those ·days ·it was . considered .almost " 

sacrilege for a female to go »into a ·church 

with .the ·head uncovered, even ·a glove or a 

handk~~chi~f ori ' th~ · he~d W°as 'not iii' UhU'.Sual 

sight. we were still under the irifltience of sairtt Paui~ · TYin(j'"ve'.i.'iEi 

through the opening~ in the back of th~ chaPei" benches . wa's another b'abit. 

As a result of such . activities I nri ~eat in the ch"apel 'tar a ·£e"w years was 

in the back row left-hand side ooder'·Mother Catherine's nosEi'- ' . At one time, 

I suffered the · frightfui indignity of having the naughtiest" llttle g.frf from 

the fourth sch~l p~t: hext to ~; . I was thus' shamed ' into beha'li'ing niyself • 
• .•.. h 

We had a peculiar <prefect system - they were known as Councillors •. · · They 

were elected by ballot by• the girls and· nuns, but seemed to .. be · chosen for 

.virtue rather· than brain. ·Of 'course, ·in · my. f:irst year I · was very impr.essed 

... 

by the Councillors, they seeme.d such .tremendous •swel·ls .- .· quite bey.ond. my ken -

people like Mary Ellis and Clare Connellan. · But as .thee.years pa~sed, .. the 

Councillors ·seemed to decrease in intell:igence and become. ·more .inept, and 

I found them a great target for ·teasing. In fact, I regarded them . rather 

wi.th contempt and had ·great fun ·baiting .some of them; .,as ·their o_nly interest 

.in · me was to tell · me what a disgrace. I was. I can still see rpoor ·old 

Cassie Duane's crushing :looks_.. Yet · I was quite shameless . and enjoyed it all. 

I~ those days·, the school was divided into four sections - the , first, second, 

third and . fourth schools! . The fourth school compri~.7d the very ,,small 

c~ildren up to 9 o:i: 10, years of ._age; third scl:lool were from 10 yea!.f; .to 

ab5mt 12 , years; second - 12 · or 13 to about 15 .·or 16 years; . and first school 
''.";f' 

16 years and over. Form names or numbers were very similar to the present 
' . . ~ .· .. . ... 

day custom. . First year was the upper . form of the third school, second year . 

was the lowest form ·1n the ... secorid school, and :the ·· rest 'Were third .. year., 

·Intermediate, .Leaving ·and Leaving. Honours, age rathe·r , their, form. de~i!iing 

division between first and second schools·. There was also a Finishing Class 

which I ·shall · discuss later. · rurther dividi.ng lines were giv~n· by ·the 

sodalities. These were designated by medals ·worn with different coloured 

ribbons. Fourth school wore red ribbons to show they belonged ' to·, the 

(Cont.) 



Holy Child Sodality. Third school wore purple . for : 

St. Joseph. Second school had green for Holy Angels, 

and first school wore pale blue for OUr Lady. Then 

each colour had two sections - the lower had narrow 

ribbon and the upper had broad ribbon. To obtain 

these ribbons we had to earn them -: that meant no rule 

breaking and generally being a "credit to the school", 

no talking or running in the corridors, on the stairs 

· or in the dormitories, dressing rooms, bathrooms, or 

on the way to· the chapel. No rudeness to anyone. . No untideness in 

appearance, or in dressing room cupboards. No loud voices, no sliding 

down bannisters, no rushing down the stairs two or three steps at a time. 

In short, we were expected to behave like "ladies". Now this sort of thing 
\ 

was all very well for those mouse-like people who never broke rules anyway. 

But for a person like me who had a natural genius for rule smashing, it was 

sheer torture. ; 

At certain times during the year you "put your name up" for a certain ribbon. 

That meant that your name was included in a list which remained for 2 - 3 

weeks (I think) in the school, then it was taken over to the "nuns' side" 

and left there for a week for the nuns to contemplate. Any nun who thought 

you unworthy of the ribbon would put a cross at the side of your name; this 

then could be reviewed by the nuns before making the final decision. But, 

if the cross or crosses still remained then you were disqualified till such 

time as it was thought you might try again. I didn't ever get any ribbons 

at the first try. However, by dint of much severe self-discipline, I 

managed eventually to scrape my w~y up to t~e blues, but I will never . forget 

the effort I put into this (for ·rne) unnatural behaviour, and the feeling as 

though a great weight were pressing down on me. I'm sure the "outlaws" 

really earned these ribbons much more than the "goody goodies". Of course, 

having obtained a ribbon I immediately_ lapsed back into nr;i natural ways, 

with great relief. After gaining the narrow green, I made a few 

unsuccessful attempts to get the broad green - then a bright idea occurred 

to me. · If I'm doomed to get crosses, why not see how many I could· get! 

So, without exerting myself at all, I gained ~ crosses - I had established 

a record, which quite possibly could still stand unless some other misguided 

child has beaten it since. . (Would Guinness' Book of Records be interested?) 

Perhaps it was something of this nature that prompted Mother Barbara to say: 

"You' 11 make a name for yourself even if you are hanged". Well, I haven't 

been hanged - yet; 

subsequent career. 

but I think Barb would have been very amused at. my 

By the time I got to .the .blue ribbons the Councillors decided I was a 

"disgrace to the ribbon", and held numerous meeti_ngs to discus$ my demotion. 

Sometimes I had the ribbon taken from me but, unfortunately, there was an 

even number of Councillors (eight at this time;. Four wanted to throw me 

out and four were sympathetic to me, and it usually ended in,deadlock. So 

I went flaun_ting these ribbons more than usual, jm:t for the fun of it, 

because really· I didn't care whether I had the ribbon or not. · 
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I don't remember that these sodalities did anything, except that when we 

were "Blue Ribbons" there was a meeting for about half an hour in our 

Lady's Oratory on Sunday .mornings, when Mother Philomena (Mother Superior) 

would address us - on what I don't remember. The Oratory w_as about ·1s feet 

down the corridor next to St.· Agnes's, in pa.rt of what later became the 

school library. 

I think this attitude of mine to the ribbons was tied up with my attitude 

to Religion in general. The 1trimmiI1Js .. of the Catholic Church have ·never 

really interested me, but the fundamentals - those unalterable basic 

principl~s, do. ; Apart from the Catechism's definition of prayer as 

"an elevation of the soul to God", which .really impressed me, · Christian 

Doctrine and Religious Knowledge always seemed rather uninteresting until 
i . 

that wonderful day when I was ·introduced to the Apol.ogeticsl. Now here 

was something I could get my teeth into. Those two green covered volumes 
i 

by Archbishop Sheehan (I think) were to make all the difference to my life. 

At. last I could apply logic to religion. And even there I found some 

mention of Newton's laws of motion which we·re used to elucidate a point. 

I must admit that I did not appreciate the sheer beauty of the Apologetics 

till I was about 16. But for the rest of my life the guidelines provided 

by the Apologetics have remained and have stood me .in good stead many times. 

Now Church History I found excessively boring, and simply would not bother 

reading it. The ·only reason I ever passed this subject was that on the 

morning of the exam, which was held on a · Saturday afternoon,· a couple of 

the · other children woul.d ask me to run them through the relevant sections 

and explain it to them. Poor innocents thought I knew all about it. 

Little did they realize that a good brain is no guarantee of knowledge in 

a particular ~ield, a certain amount of work and effort is always necessary. 

However, by dint of a kind of· mental sleight of hand, .I managed to teach 

both thein and myself at the same time. Strangely, ·we always seemed to 

pass. All I did was glance down the page, read it rapidly to myself and . 

then paraphrase for the others. Of course, it was only factual stuff 

and didn't take much understanding - only a good memory. 

a bore~ 

But it w~s such 

One of the fashions of our era wc.s "pashes 11 
• · Now this apparently arose 

from what I consider is a form of hero-worship - suppose.dly quite healthy . 

· i~ teenagers. A younger girl could have a 11pash" on an older girl, or a 

girl could have a "pash" on a nun. The word 11pash" apparently derived 

· from the expression "x has a passion on y". In practice, it seemed to 

mean that the younger one, i~e., the "pashor", would want to do all sorts 

of little things for . the older one, i.e. , "pashee 11
; e. g ~ , help with her 

mending, tidy her desk, lend each other books and all such harmless things. 

In the case of the "pashee" being a nun, the 11pashor11 would always want to 

be the c;me to .open the . d'8or for, · and carry. the books of her "pashee" • .. 
Having no "pash" on anyone myself, I used to delight in teasi.ng the "pashors". 

There was a particularly good-natured girl, Norah Ritchie, who was one of 

. . . (Cont.) 
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On Saturday afternoons we gathered in the s·chool and did our ·mending. This 

was carried out under the supervision of a nun who would help to entertain 

us by reading to us. The one who comes .to mind most vividly is Mother 

Francis, a kindly person who didn't worry us if we talked. She was a 

rather anclent nun who was Mollie Webb's aunt. Like all children with 

relatives in high places .at school, Mollie was ashamed of the relationship. 

We other children understood how she felt, and thanked our lucky stars we 
., 

had no such relative. I can still hear . her rather staccato voice: "The 

Ups and Downs of : Marjory - Chapter the Fust". We never did find out what 

Marjory did or where her ups and downs led her. because we never seemed to 

get beyond the first chapter. This was partly due to our interrupting to 

ask silly questions. In fact, I didn't do much mending myself because one 

of the nuns usually did it for me. I am a very short-sight~d person with 

poor acuity and had never been able to sew. But as I was qbi te ashamed of 

this physical defect, I would endure anything rather than admit I couldn't 

see. But someone must have observed me almost sewing with my nose, because 

one day one of the nuns (I think it was Little B) told me she would do my 

mending. She gave no reason and I made no comment apart from saying thank 
·you .• I think the other children may have been told the reason I was 

allowed to play tennis instead of mending on Saturdays, because not one of 

them ever remarked on "it to me. 

tactful kindness • 

These nuns had a wonderful gift for 

·• 
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On Sunday nights we had "Judgments". The first and second division would 

sit in the school while the Mistress of schools · read out . the names of 

people who had broken rule~ or rather had been observed breaking rules. 

The headings under which we were judged were: Conduct, Silence, Order 

and Application. The name of the transgressor and her misdeeds were .read 

out, while she stood up. She would be told who made the complaint, then 

asked what she had done · and why. The favourite answer was: "I didn't 

think". After .,all, what reason can one give when one is too young to 

realize it was simply due to high spirits and the joy of living. After 

some discussion; judgment would be passed. If you were considered guilty, 

the "riot act" ~ould be read and punishment pronounced. This usually 

took the ·form of silence at meals. The .various degrees of punishment 

were silence for one meal, for one day's meals (four in ou~ case), for a 
\ . 

week's meals or, if very bad, you had meals at a side table for a week or 

fortnight. If you got full marks, i.e., lost no merit or deportment marks, 

you got a star, . and a card was sent home in your weekly letter. I received 

one card in the whole of my career. The Sunday night "Judgment" faded out, 

I ~hink, when Mother Barbara came. But the degrees · of punishment remained. 

This fqrm of punishment didn't worry us unduly, because we became expert 

at the deaf and dumb language using the hands. I had so much practice 

that I can still race . through the deaf and dumb alphabet nearly SQ years 

later. My longest session was two weeks at a side table, and I richly 

deserved it. It came about in the following manner. Mother Joseph 
.. 

Bridget Jones .was one of the younger nuns. Known as Jiddy Bo, her name had 

ev:olved from Joey Bid to Biddy Jo, then one day .Carmel White, in a tongue

tied moment, called it Jiddy Bo. She taught Mathematics and Latin and she 

was the first person to show me the beautiful logic of Latin. 

Being young, she had not yet acquired the art of dealing with troublesome 

children, but she had an alert brain and was always a jump ahead of any of 

us who had tried to cause trouble. Here, I .realized,. was a ·worthy opponent 

for my desire for mental exercise, and many battles we waged with all the 

enthusiasm and mutual respect of a couple of chess ·players. There was 

never any malice in these contests, just the sheer joy of a battle of wits. 

Jiddy Bo . Cor Jid, as she was usually known) won these contests on all 

occasions except one. Now1 that one stands out vivfdly in my mind even 

though she has most likely forgotten it. I was 15 at the· time. We were 

doing our homework in .a class room .off the corridor next to the third school • 

Mother Michael was presiding. · AS we were one chair short, Mike asked me to 

bring one ·from the Big School. Off · I went and collected a chair, and 

started to run down the corridor with it. Suddenly I heard clap, clap. 

Now .nuns would never call out to a child, they just clapped .\heir hands. 

So I looked back and there was Jid standing at the top of the corridor. 

I put the chair down and started to walk back to her'· but she said: "Bring 

the chair with you". So I did • Then she said: "You know perfectly well 

you are not to run in the corridor. ·So now walk down". I walked one step . 

and ran the rest. Clap, clap from Jid. Back I had to go to .be .told the 
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same thing, so this time I walked two steps and ran the rest of the way. 

Clap, clap from Jid ~ this time I walked three steps and ran the rest. 

This performance was repeated, walking one step extra each time until I 

had done it literally ten times. I then decided that was enough exercise, 

so ignoring Jid's next clap, I knocked on the class room door, went in, 

delivered the chair, got back to my place, and proceeded to regale the kid 

next to me with the reason for my delay. Next thing there was a knock at 

the .door. I said to my neighbour: "That will be old Jid now". Another 

girl went to the door, opened it, and came back to Mike with a message. 

Mike smiled at me and said: "Mother Bridget wants Lucy. Now, what have 
· i 

you been doing that Mother Bridget wants you?" I thought to myself: "You 

wouldn't be smiling if you knew what it is about". But aloud I said, all 

innocence, "I'll go and see". Well, Jid took me back to ~e top of the 
I 

corridor and tried again, but I simply began a repeat performance. I was 

curious to know how this would all end. However, after two runs, she 

took the only course open to her. She said she would report it to the 

Mistress of Schools who would then deal with me. I realized that it was 

quite fair. I had had my fun at Jid's expense, so now I had to pay for it. 

Even at that age, I was beginning to see the balance in life. The next 

day, Mag "read the riot act" and told me to sit at a side table at meals 

for two weeks. As I've ·inentioned before~ · I was quite shameless and 

happily took the punishment. · Now, when sitting at a side table you were 

facing the wall with your back tb the rest of the children. This wasn't 

as bad as it sounds because along the walls were the most fascinating 

photographs of the children of Mary's Mount of the earlier days from 1875 

onwards. Their fashions seemed very amusing to 'us of the short dress, 

short hair era in the l920's, but· I don't think they would look .so funny 

to-day in the 1970's where all styles are being worn. So there I was· for 

two we~ks behaving myself, observing refectory rules (V.S.), as it seemed 

quite reasonable to do so while balancing .up my fun. All went well -until 

one day when we filed into the refectory there was Jiddy presiding. I 

decided to have some fun • So when I got to my place, instead of standing 

behind my chair as usual, I grabbed the chair, dragged it out, sat on it 

and dragged it in again, making as much clatter as I could and just sat • 

All the other children were standing behind their chairs waiting for the 

signal for grace. There was dead silence. Then Jid remarked: "We are 

· waiting". I didn't move. After a pause she said: "We are waiting to 

begin .grace". I continued to gaze straight at the photos.. on the wall. 

A girl ·at the table nearest to me said: "Stand up, you ass". I replied 

out of the corner of my mouth: "Keep· out of this, it is none of .your 

business". Then Jid announced: "The whole dining room is waiting for 

I thought to myself: "I know it is, old girl", but re~ined 
./ 

one_. girl". 

immobile . I was dying to look and see what Jid was doing, but I knew that 

would spoil everything, so I just sat. Then Jid said: "I'm not going to 

speak again n • So I thought: "I wonder what her next niove wiil be"; 

because I had no idea \olhat I would do until I knew her move. Then r: 
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heard her footsteps coming down towards me. As soon as she spoke I knew 

exactly what I would .do. She said: "Lucy Kerley, the whole dining room 

is waiting for you to stand up". Immediately I jumped up and said: "Oh, 

was it me you were referring to; why ever didn't you say so? Of course 

I' 11 starid up". Jiddy just walked away. I really felt I had won that 

round, but on looking back now with the eye of the mature adult, I have to 

admit that I think Jiddy won the round after all. She must have felt like 

choki.ng. me, but with dignity she walked away and ignored me. 

have remained great friends ever since .• 

Jid and I 

When I was a child I hated having to learn · slabs of poetry by heart. This 

I regarded as an unnecessary burden on the memory. But I loved writing · 

parodies at the expense of various nuns. ·Wordsworth's "Daffodils" lent 

itself beautifully to this. The best of these parodies I :rememb.er perfectly. 

But I can't write it here because I realize now that there was an unintentional 

element of cruelty in . it, and one of the nuns concerned might read it. 

As a child I assumed that adults are invulnerable - only the experience of 

adulthood can show how wrong this is. · I think I must have been about 16 

before tl:J,e first glimmer of this b.egan to penetrate to me. When we were 

doing our homework a nun presided as usual. With that horrible perception 

so characteristic of school children, we were ab1e to judge how much liberty 

we could take. Usually, we got on with our homework. At the end of each 

half hour there would. be a change of nun, the gong would be tapped to signal 

the exodus of those children who had to go to music practice. At the end 

of the final half hour the gong would be tapped, and we would put our books 

away. At second gong we could start talking, then had recreation, which 

often meant we danced for about ten minutes. There was one young nun 

whose name I have fo.rgotten. She was a gentle, quiet soul, but quite 

inexperienced in the ways of children. So, of course, we would tease her 

by talking. Now, we were used to the strict routine of the. two gongs, but 

this little nun would break the tradition by tapping the gong to stop us 

talking . We decided to cure her by pretending we thought it was the end 

of the session. We had it well organized. A couple of us were to start 

talking about a quarter of .an hour before the finish; we knew she would 

tap the gong , and deliberately .misinterpreting her signal, we would put 

away our books with extra clatte~ to make her tap the gong again. Then 

we would stand up and start dancing, with Nora Payne playing the piano. 

But before the appointed night I suddenly felt how unfair this was; I 

could sense the sheer meanness ·of taking advantage of a defenceless person -

because she was defenceless - what could she have done to stop us nasty little 

beasts from making an unholy ass of her in .front of her colleagues. 

would not have done this .to one of the older more experienced nuns. 
: 

We 

So I 

told my friends I couldn't go on with it, but I didn't explain my. reason 

very well. Unfortunately, they misinterpreted my ·motive, wouldn ' t listen 

and went on with the silly .id~a. When it happened I just sat· and watched -

.the poor little nun ·appeared to panic and kept on hitting the gong. I had 

a terrible feeling of compassion for her, but didn't know how to stop the 
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others. ·Nora had started to play the piano, and Rene Richardson (a tal~ 

girl} and another whose name I .have forgotten, got up and started t~ dance 

up and down the school. Tho.ugh many promised support, not another person 

moved. Perhaps some of them felt as .I did. On passing my desk, Rene 

said: "Come on",· but I said: "No". I felt dreadful at not suppo.rtin~J 1lr;i 

friends, but I couldn't do it at the expense of a defenceless person. · I° 

had begun to grow up - and not before time~ Of course, the inevitable and, 

to us, unforeseen happened. Mother Barbara, hearing the piano in. the 

distance, looked at her watch, checked it with the master clock, then 
. . 

decided she had better see what was happening. As soon as she appeared at 

the door everything stopped. · . I really felt sorry for the little nun, but 

Barb, in her wonderfully tactful way, just made . it appear as if the nun Is 

watch were fast, and told us we still had another ten minutes of study. 
\ . 

She told me this later herself, when she asked me why I was not involved 

as usual. All I could say was that I felt I would have been mean·. Dear 

Barb, she really knew how to appeal to the better side of .our make-up • . 

This episode held another lesson. We saw hew difficult it was °to organize 

a crowd and be sure of their support at the crucial moment. Actually, I 

never did try to organize crowds or groups, it was· much easier and more 

effective to work alone. 

There were many traditional customs that we · enjoyed - the birthday desk was 

one. On your birthday, when you came into the school after breakfast, where 

you had a boiled egg, toast and a little posy in a vase as a· birthday special, 

you would find your desk opened and covered with a white net veil decorated 

with some greenery 

veil), on which were 

friends liked to 

innumerable holy 

ones that fitted 

book and provided 

ceremonies became 

only two of the · 

of Meryon's 

. (probably someone's old chapel 

placed any presents that your 

leave. Apart from the 

pictures I received (those little 

so admirably into your prayer 

entertainment in the chapel when 

long and boring) , I can remember 

many presents - one was a book 

etchings, and another was 

Kipling's "Stalky and co.". This was given to me by Angela Hanlon. Now, 

"Stalky and Co." was to have quite a strong influence on me. I>.s well as 

recognizing Stalky as a friend, it was. this book that really introduced me· 

to Ruskin. I had heard of Ruskin both at home and at school, but of course 

was not interested in his writings simply because they were adult material. 

But here was Kipling at the age of 14 reading Ruskin. So I decided it must 

be all right. So I began to read Ruskin, and even during the holidays went 

so far as to dig out Fors
1
Clavigera from the Melbourne Public Library. Here 

I read the detailed account of the Ruskin versus Whisler case when Whistler 

was awarded one farthing damages. I was further enthralled when I realized 

this had . taken ·place in the lifetime of my father and of some of the older 

nuns. I have been an admirer of Kipling ever since. 
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Your birthday would reach its climax with a birthday tea · shared with the. 

members of your table in the refectory. The party fare, over and above 

the normal meal, consisted of a biJ::thday cake, nuts and sweets, party hats 

and crackers all sent by your parents. Nothing further was allowed. This 

was a good rule as it prevented that frightfully competitive spirit so 

destructive to children. Even in those days the "nouveau riche" existed. 

I remember one s~ch party when a new girl appeared right in the middle of 

a term. To make her feel at home, she was put at our table to join the 

party. Her name was Maggie Roe, so immediately we reversed · her .initials 

and she became Raggie Moe, a source of good natured banter and teasing. 

When she tried to crack a walnut by the simple- process of using the lever

type nutcracker as a hammer, we horrid little prigs gazed at her in horror. 

However, Raggie soon saw through us and, when she found he~ feet, often 
i 

regaled us with stories of her fantastic but harmless adventures that we 

were gullible enough to swallow. 

St. Patrick's Day celebration was a . particularly happy day. We always had 

a holiday and wore little green ribbons, and after Mass we were greeted by 

the strains of various Irish melodies Ce .• g. , St. Patrick's Day in the Morning) 

played by a string quartette and piano firstly in St. Joseph's parlour and 

.then on the landing outside the refectory. I used to love this, especially 

when they played the Irish Washerwomen . I felt I wanted to dance and sing. 

Among the musicians there was . Nance Barwick, one of our .best violinists, 

playing with much gusto and obviously enjoying every minute of it. Nance 

radiated cheerful happiness which she seemed .to share with evei::Yone of us. 

Although there is very little Irish in 'tirJ ancest.ry this really stirred me, 

and I was always sorry when it was finished. · 

There was quite a fascinating ceremony on May Day (May 1st), when we crowned 

the statue of our Lady in the Big School. I can't remember exactly who 

performed the ceremony or how she .was chosen. I think it was the Head of 

the School or ·some such V.I.P. attended by two hand-maidens. The crown of 

white flowers was held above the head of the statue by a rather crude and 

complicated pulley arrangement of string (I always felt I could have thought 

up a much simpler arrangement), looking rather like a ·shower over a bath. 

When all was ready, we sang a hymn or a song 

called "Queen o.f the May". When we got to the 

part "we crown thee with blossom's to-day, Queen 

of the Angels and Queen of the May", ·the operator 

would unhook the string and care·fully lower the 

crown pn to the statue's head. This was a 

wonderful moment as we waited in delighted 

anticipation hoping the . crown would land crooked!¥. · 

To see this insipid .g\lileless face suddenly assume 

an inebriated express.ion: . was indeed an hilarious 

J110ment. 
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I never did know the words of any of the hymns - only an odd line here and 

there, and I have to admit I still don't know the words of Queen of LOreto. · 

I had never been in · any of the choirs or singing classes. During our first 

week or so at Mary's Mount, all the new children had their voices tested 

by ·sonny West (alias Hadyn West who taught the singing classes) • I simply. 

would not open my mouth to sing for him, not because I w~ted to be a 

nuisance but simply that I was desperately shy and felt an awful ass. I 

don't know what report he put in about me, but to my joy I was not included 

in any singing class. 

was unaware of this. 

Of course, I would have missed a lot of fun but I 

The musical side of my school days was neglected through my own fault. 

By the time I was eleven, before I came to Mary's Mount, · 1 had already 

done three piano exams - Elementary~ Lower Division, and Higher Division, 

of the LOndon College of Music, and I enjoyed listening to music because 
I 

my mother was a good pianist and we often had quite well known musicians 

visiting our house for week-ends right back as far as I could remember • . 

I wanted to start learning the piano when I was five but, on I!W ioother's 

advice, had to wait till I was e.ight. I visualized the "six easy lesson• 

type of thing, but when I found I had to practise for half an hour every 

day when my friends were out playing, I lost interest in it. So when I 

arrived at Mary's Mount I didn't mention that I had passed exams, and there 

were so many good musicians around the place, that I just lapsed into a 

very low level of mediocrity. I could sight read quite reasonably well, 

and that saved face with Mother Dorothea (known as Dot) for quite a while, 

as I spent m:>st practise periods reading a book propped up on the piano. 

Since I was using one of the eight pianos in the music cells where the 

worst pianists practised, no one was aware that only seven were playing. 

~~ only effort at musical (?) composition was to work out an accompaniment 

to a horrible ditty I had picked up somewhere: "Around the corner, behind 

a tree, a sergeant major, he said to me, Oh won't you marry me, please 

don't say no, because every time I look in your eye, I feel I want to go. 

Around the corner behind the tree, a sergeant major he said to me" ••• and 
foi; · · 

so on ad infinitum. Now,/this I could change keys but could never end it, 

it just went on and on. I remember one day bashing this out as hard as I 

could go till a message came from Mother Michael saying the noise. had 

penetrated to the Intermediat~ class behind the half glass floor, and 

begging me to stop . I had to stop in mid air. I never did find an ending. 

Until 1924 or 5, we had a few Parlour Boarders . These were older girls, 

some in their early twenties. Apparently, Mary's Mount·had been a 

"finishing" school as well, because these ·to us "aged" people spent their 

time in the Culture Class learning a little bit of music, painting, sewing 
' 

and literature, and other such accomplishments considered the mark of a 

"cultured lady". We never did really know how they occupied their time, 

because the only time we saw m~ch of them was at meal time, but they seemed 

awfully important to us. I think these few must have been the last ·of the 

Parlour Boarders. This was another of those gentle customs which the post 

First World War era finished . 
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1924 seemed a rather important year. We had a visit from Mother General 

from Rathfarnum, and a .new Mother Provincial, Mother Gertrude, was appointed. 

I don't remember any details of their arriving except the gathering in the 

chapel where the nuns sang the Te Deurn, a sort of "thank you" to the Lord 

for a safe arrival. As mentioned earlier, Mother Barbara was appointed 

Mistress of Schools, Mandeville Hall, Toorak, was opened with Mother Michael 

as Superior. And, at the same time (third term), my best friend, Dorothy 

Andre . arrived at the school, an event I regarded as being in a much higper 

category than any visit from Mother General. 

Now Dorothy's elder sister, Mary, was one o~ the seniors, and in our eyes 

considered rather a VIP because she was not a councillor. One day I 

overheard some of the older girls discussing Mary's sister, Dorothy, who 

was comi.ng to Mary's Mount. It sounded as though Dorothy were a bit of 

a "black sheep". They said she had· wagged it from school a couple of 

times at Dawson Street, and horror of horrors, she actually was fotind with 

a packet of cigarettes and had been caught smokil,!g: . · . I don't know what 

Other misdemeanours she was supposed to have committed. But I decided 

Dorothy sounded rather a kindred spirit, and was definitely worth knowing. 

So, soon after her arrival, I made it my business to get to know her, and 

a better friend one could not have. our friendship is as strong. as ever 

even now fifty years later. 

very respectable citizens. 

Apparently, both of us are now considered 

Have the ugly ducklings turned out to be swans? 

Now in our era, the bathrooms were on the ground floor behind the fourth 

school and under the refectory. They had to be on the ground floor 

because the school was not sewered. There ·were four 

baths so it required a fair amount of organizing ·to 

ensure that we were adequately bathed. · The result was -

one compulsory hot bath per week. This, of course, did 

not suit us; so the custom ·was to wheedle ' one ext~a bath 

night out of one of the less fastidious types by sheer 

J. Fi&.-'1'/!ftl'!P bribery: "Do an act for Lent and let me have your bath"; 

fB~l'4~AJf/-if1f•N) - "Do .an act for the Holy Souls", or etc. The victims 

. J J / j // I - were known as the Dirt Brigade. Unfortunately, the 

· Jf~ 10 ~i ,membership of the .Dirt Brigade was not large enough for 

~1~~~et10 ! ~,V \us to have a Lath every night. So I overcame the 
fZ-" r '· \\' , 

:s difficulty by having a cold shower every morning. 

O&.~ ~ had to be cold because the hot water was not available 

It 

in the morrtings. This involved coming downstairs·, and 

racing along the cold corridor at 6.15 a.m. (and 6.45 a.m. in Winter term) 

and so to the . shoWers. When Dorothy ~ame she joined me - this was rather 

fun because rio one e.lse did it and there was no one · supervising until Nance 
; 

Barwick joined us, but Nance was not exactly enthusiastic and didn't come 

every morning. .Of .course, it was no. great virtue on my part because I was 

accustomed to cold water · as I was a keen swimmer at home. 

(Cont.) 
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On bath nights the presiding nun was usually Mother Monica, a dear little . 

ancient short and rotund nun . rather like a tea cosy, and who was deaf and 

lisped. Dorothy and I had fun with her. We were not allowed to talk in 

the baths, but as ·the walls of each bath cubicle did not go up to the ceiling, 

being corrugated white painted partitions with draw curtains instead of 

doors , we would conM!rse •· But sometimes our voices would penetrate to 

Mother Monica, and she would come to the curtain and say: "Are you 

thpeaking?" The reply would be: "It' s Lucy, she' s in No. 4" • When she 

arrived outside '.No. 4 asking: "Ith that you thpeaking Luthy?", I'd say: 

"Try Dorothy, she's in No. l". Dorothy went through a similar performance, 
I 

with the result 'the poor old eear would be tottering backwards and foi:wards 

between No. 1 and No. 4 until .even we felt we had gone far enough •. So 

we'd promise her we wouldn't talk again. All this, of course, was carried 

fourth school. I assume it ha(J. 

faded out with "neck to ·knee" bathers. : 

The fourth school was below the refectory with an entrance beyond the stairs, 

and another entrance from the verandah at the side (see diagram) • Here the 

. ' 

little. children up to the age of nine sat at miniature desks under the careful 

guidance of Mother Imelda. She was a large, soft faced Irish nun, who 

regarded all children of the second school as potential corruptors of her 

little brood. She reminded me of a large motherly black orpington hen who 

would gather her little chicks under her wing at the sl.iqhtest sign of danger -

alias second school! 

'i ·~ 
T 

j 
. · .-

The fourth school loved her. I can remember Louie Gon 

(Mother Louis Gonzaga) describing the 

fourth school hatted and gloved on its 

way for a walk as "so many little 

buttons a card". 

We all played sport with varying 

prowess. Tennis and 

were the two we played, 

tennis 

the extra childr~n would be 

This was the standard method. of . 

taking school children out walki.ng. 

(Does it sti~l exist?) 
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The girls walked in two's with two seniors usually councillors leading, 

followed by the rest in descending order of magnitude down to the smallest, 

·behind whom would be two nuns. We wore hats, gloves, blazers, outdoor 

shoes, and were not allowed to talk to the girls in front or behind. 

·- ... .... ..: • • •• • · ! . . - • .: ... 
f /I 

• • : • r ••••·• · • • .•. :- ·- ··-~· · r- • 
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We could only 

. ' : ·· . . -· ....;. ;".. :· 

speak to our 

partner, so naturally 

we were very careful in 

our choice of partner • 

About the only diversion we 

·could indulge in was stepping on 

the heels of the girl in front, 

particularly if she were. of the "goody 
i 

.. -.··' ··.: . r: 

i 
l .... - T' 

goody" type. 

Once the novelty of the crocodiling wore off, 

we did all we could to avoid it. There was only 

one place that we knew the nuns would never go and 

that was our lavatories. So, as walk time approached, 

we would wait at the lavatories until the crocodile had 

left, emerging to get on with other activities until the 

walkers returned. Then we would mingle with them in the 

shoeroom, that corridor outside Ali Chew's trunk room, pretending to be 

changing our shoes. We were never caught; perhaps the nuns just turned 

a blind eye. However~ by the time we were competent enough to be included 

in a tennis or basketball team, we didn't need to .do this as we were 

considered rather V.I.P's. who ha~ to train every day. 

So far, . I have mentioned only one of the outside male teachers. As well 

as Sonny West for singing, there were Mr. Gude who trained the orchestra 

and taught some of the violinists, Mr. Payne for elocution, 

for dancing, and Mr. Hogg for drill. 

M. Slaweski 

Mr. Payne was a nice person; he was elderly, had white hair and seemed 

very ancient to us. With great patience he endeavoured to train our 

diction. I ·don't remember much about him, excpet that on retiring he was 

replaced by a Miss Primrose Spence, known as "Prinimy". Now "Primmy" had 

the fig\ire of a pouter pigeon, and there was a most marvellous story of the 

day she wore a dress wi~h buttons right down the front. Demons.trating the 

cprrect method of deep breathing, Primmy swelled visibly like the true 

. "pouter", until suddenly there was a· .sl{ght crack and the ·buttons flew in 

all directions. . I did not. see th.is particular incident myself, but have no 

~--··; 
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reason to disbelieve the story .• 

Mr. Hogg was an average size person with 

no outstanding physical ch~racteristics • 

He was a youngish man, probably in the 

thirties. He had us for drill - the 

equivalent of the present day phys. ed. 

,,..,... ... ~ \ 
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Like most indoor extra curricular activities, this was held in the Hall. : 

We always began to the tune of Marche Militaire played with much gusto on 

the piano by Mr; Hogg himself. I don't remember what else he played for 

us. But thereJwas not quite ·knowing whether I enjoyed drill or not. 

Secretly, I liked this session; - it appealed to nr:f sense of rythm and style •. 

But I wouldn't dare admit this because it was "not done" to enjoy drill. 

One day, poor Mr. Hogg in endeavouring to explain the smoothness of plastic 

movement, likened it to t~e plasticity of chewing gum - we gasped in horror: 

The man was d~finitely not "top drawer": He must have seen our disapprovai 

as he hastily ch~ged the simile to snow balls. The poor man didn't realize 

the rigid standards of behaviour we inconsistent little brats had. However, 

once again nr:f latent sense of compassion arose and from then on I openly 

enjoyed Mr. Hogg's classes, particularly eurythmics, that wonderful· 

co-ordination of mind and muscle, and he taught it expertly. There were 

other exercises designed to teach us balance; the one I remember best 

simply because I found it positively exhilarating, was called swallow balance. 

It involved balancing on one leg with the other leg and the arms ·extended, 

keeping a straight line from extended foot right along to the neck with head 

up. The variety of results was astonishing. 

· ' :·i··· . ' 
! · ··· - -;'- ~-··· 

- ~- · - ·: · · -- ·-· ---·· .. ·- ··- ·----··- .. 

i ·- .:. . • , .. _ 

The uniform worn was a navy blue serge, long sleeved, box pleated dress with 

Peter Pan collar, and belt . The collar, belt, cuffs and bottom of tjle dress · 

were decorated with three lines of white braid, which earned the name "tram 

line" dresses. In those days there were cable trams which required three 

lines. These "tram liners" were often used by the basketball team when we 

played other schools. our usual basketball dresses were a light blue 

cotton material with square neck. The neck and belt were red or blue to 

denote the opposing sides. Again, they were very voluminous. 

When I was at the stage of not liking drill, I often tried to think of ways 

of avoiding i t . I was a healthy athletic creature , so there was no hope 

of illness being used as an excuse. But one day I hit on an idea that 

nearly worked. · Next to· the hall on the lakeside were a cooking room and 

a science lab . (v.s. diagram). I had had a few elementary science lessons 

which taught me very little except that hydrogen mixed with air e:q:>loc1es on 
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igniting, and that sulphuric acid gives off white fumes when heated. While 

Mr. Hogg was taking a juni.or class, just before our turn, I went into the 

science lab. taking .another girl with me (I can It rmnember who she was) • 

We closed all the windows and the door, tied a handkerchief over IOC>uth and 

nose, then proceeded to heat some concentrated sulphuric acid in an open 

evaporating dish using a Bunsen burner. I had enough sense to wave the 

flame gently backwards and forwards under the dish to prevent spattering. 

When the lab. was filled with thick white £wries, I opened the lab. door and 

the door into the hall to let the fumes flow into Mr. Hogg's class. There 

was co.ughing and. splutteri.ng and he soon took the girls outside. We 

thought we had succeeded in making the hall uninhabitable but, unknown to 

us, a . novice, reading her . "office" on the Broad Walk, saw white fumes coming 

from the top of one of the lab. windows. Thinking the place was on fire, 
\ . 

she sped off to get help, and next thing Louie Gon appeared at the door of 

the lab., but stopped in her stride as though a solid wall confronted her. 

She couldn't penetrate the fumes, but told us to stop and open all the 

windows. She was very worried, thinking we were breathing in the fumes, 

·.but our handkerchief masks had proved very efficient. So that was the end 

of that effort. But the following week, with that absurd childish lack of 

finesse, we tried to repeat the performance by heati.ng sulphur. 

Mr. Hogg just closed the hall door and our attempt fell flat. 

Of course, 

our dancing master was Mon~ieur Slaweski, a gorgeous creature, tall, elegant, . 

and graceful, with a little moustache and slightly receding brown hair. . He 

wore. gloves and had a beautiful waist line. Hence, it was our firm belief 

that he wore corsets! But we wanted proof. As .he always danced with 

some of the bigger, taller girls ~o demonstrate the steps, Rene Richardson 

who was very tall, tried to find out for us. So the next time he was to 

dance with Rene, she pretended to make a mistake and put her hand at the 

back of his waist instead of his hand at the back of her waist, but before 

she touched his back he gently pointed out her "mistake". So the corset 

question remained unsolved, until the day he was talking to Mother Barbara,· 

when she accidentally dropped a small parce.l she had in her hand. From a 

distance we watched. Monsieur Slaweski could not bend down to pick it up I 

and Barb had to pick it up herself. Our problem· was solved! 

Now dancing was . enjoyed by the so-·called sophisticated girls, but dreaded 

by many of the rest of \is. We felt awkward and self-conscious~ I can 

remember trying to learn the charleston. The agony of it! We had to 

charleston .up and down the hall while Monsieur Slaweski charlesto~ed round 

about. As soon as we saw him appro~ch, we'd be off like a flock of ducks · 

right to the end of the hall as far away as we could get. 

; 

. (Cont.) 
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The only other male teacher was Mr. Gude. He taught the violin ·to a number 

of girls, and also trained and conducted the orchestra. Now I took no part 

in any of this, but on a Wednesday afternoon we had painting class in the 

body of the hall towards the back, while the orchestra practised under the 

. guidcµice of Mr. Gude at the stage end. This made Wednesday afternoon the 

highlight of the week. It was a wonderful session drawing and painti_ng to 

my heart's content with the musical accompaniment. 

not yet developed very far. 

My critical faculty had 
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There were Nora Payne, Nance Barwick among the first violinists, and there 

dominating the scene was Sull carving away on the double bass. The double 

bass always seemed so large and Sull's plait lent a nice rhythmical touch 

as it fell over her shoulder and down her arm. I suppose there must have 

been tympani~ but I don't remember. However, they did have a triangle 

played by the conductor's yo\l?g_daughter, Nornie Gude, who was imported for 

the occasion. The cellists were very pleasant to watch, as the parallelism 

of the cellos, and chairs with bows and arms all moving in unison reminded 

me of Euclid's theorem - straight lines parallel to the same straight line 

are parallel to one another. The violins gave a similar effect, but not 

on such a grand scale. This visual experience is still one of the extra 

pleasures I enjoy at the ~erformances of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. 

Practising for the concerts in the Golden Jubilee year 1925, was particularly 

good. The orchestra was augmented by some of the past pupils, and·the choir, 

also had extra practices. As this took place in the Hall, we who were 

drawing and painting had a first · hand view of some of the rehearsals. I 
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thought the choir was wonderful when it sang "Mosquitoes". You could hear 

the most realistic buzz and hum of a swarm of mosquitoes. To me it sounded 

like this:-

"Zing - zang - zung - zoon 

Zirigy wing and zungy wung and zangy wang and :icon 

Husky young mosquitoes mid-summer noon 

Zingy played the ukelele 

Zangy played guitar", 

and 1· can't remember any more or even if I heard correctly, but I thought it 

was tremendous. i 
. I 

! 
The general impression left on me of the Gol<ien Jubilee Year is that the Past 

I 

Pupils came to the fore and were in everything and ran everything. We, · the 

children, were kept in the background. The different itemsi in the main 

concert were mostly given by the Past Pupils. But we enjoyed our minor role 

because normal routine was interrupted. We had meals in make-shift places· 

occasionally, when all efforts were concentrated .on official dinners, when 

our parents came and which took place in our refectory or in the Hall. I 

remember the wonder of actually going . into that mysterious place, the lay 

nuns' refectory which was near our ba.throom. This was the only time we 

ever penetrated "the nuns' side", more often called "the .other side". Of 

the concerts all I can remember is the rehearsals for l'.1other Catherine's 

"livi.ng pictures". These were li vi.ng reproductions ·of some of the paintings 

of the Old Masters I usi.ng appropriately dressed children posed in the large 

wooden frame, giving ·the illusion of a two dimensional painting. I remember 

Mary Martin (called Dante Martin because of her Dante profile) as . Michael 

Angelo's Sybil, and I think there was a Fra Angelico "Angels" ..; I don't 

remember who was in it except perhaps Francie Whyte and one of the Sutherland 

girls and Lille Scullion. Only years later did I appreciate . the .work and 

skill that Kate put into all of this. 

There was one prolonged episode which rather marred Jubilee year. For some 

time during the year, small articles, mostly boxes of face powder and talc 

powder, were disappearing. They disappeared from cupboards in dressing 

rooms ·' and the cubicles I and even f rem birthday desks. . Such a thing was 

unknown to us, and in an effort to make the culprit own up, the whole scnool 

was given silence . at. meals. Thi s continued for ·sixty meals (we counted). 

We hated it - not the punishment, but what it implied. In our silly juvenile 

way, Dorothy and I b~came self-appointed detectives. We did precisely nothing 

because we just didn't know bow to go about it. But everybody seemed to 

. develop a guilt complex because it appeared to go on and on without end -

though in actua~ fact sixty meals at four a day means only fifteen days, but 

to a · child that is a· long time. Then, when we had all lapsed into a dumb 
I 

acceptance of this never ending episOde, Barb tapped the gong at lunch one 

day indicating we ~ould talk. · We looked at her in incredulous silence, 

thinking she was . just absent-minded, but seeing her smile we burst into a 

loud cheer. Thank heavens it was over. But then the horrible thought 

occurred - who was the guilty one? No one was missing from lunch. We 
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buzzed with speculation. But no one ever told us, and no explanation was 

given, apart from saying the matter had been cleared up and, as is the way 

with children, we didn't worry about it any more. · It was many years later 

that I heard that a slightly unbalanced outside person was involved. 

During our era, Loreto owned a farm outside Ballarat. Now whether this 

was the explanation or not, I don't know, but we had very good meals,· 

and there were four per day. As we were all boarders, and there were 

no day scholars in those days, it was easy enough to organize meal times 

according to the English ttadition. Breakfast was at 8.00 a.m. in 

first and thir.d terms, and about 8.30 a.m. in the winter term. This gave 

us enough time, except in winter, to fit in half an hour's run in the 

paddock before beginning classes at 9. 00 a.m. Lunch was at twelve 

noon, then straight back to school. Dinner was at 3. 00 p. m. , and 

after dinner we had organized sport (tennis and basketball), and 
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crocodiling for those not playing sport. At 4.30 p.m. we came back to the 

school, and until 6.30 p.m. did our homework and piano practice, etc., after 

which we had some kind of recreation for about ten minutes, then went into 

the chapel for night prayers. At 7.00 p.m. we had tea. After tea. we did 

homework for half an hour, had recreation for half an hour, then to bed by 

9.00 p.m. 

Now there was an ' unwritten law that no child was to be hurried over a meal. 

If anyone had not finished when it was time to leave the refectory, she was 

allowed to remain after everyone had gone and finish her meal. This was 

just an open invitation to Dorothy and me. We used up a lot of energy and 

hence needed extra fuel - speaking scientifically. So, on every occasion 

that the food was particularly attractive, we slowed down and made sure we 

could stay behind. There was the occasion when, as I had already consumed 

three boiled eggs ' tor breakfast, the head of the table would not let me have 

any more • So, noting a few left in a dish on the middle of the table, I 

dawdled my way through the rest of the meal and was not finished when it 

was time to. go. Dorothy did the same at her table. As soon as everyone 

else had disappeared, we went round to the other tables and collected all 

the e.ggs left over. We had ten each, and retired to the paddock where we 

sat under a hedge and ate the lot: 

dictu, we had no ill effects: : 

Disgusting creatures - and, mirabile 

We had some odd customs ·and . habits at meals. At lunch there would be two 

large plates on each table, piled high with slabs of bread an:d butter. The 

bread was always a day or two old, but as most children love fresh bread, we 

were determined to have it now and again. . On the end of each table were 

two la.rge tea urns, one sweetened, the other unsweetened, each supported by 

a hollow stand about three inches high. The stand itself was decorated with 

large openings to allow circulation of air. When we wanted more bread for 

our table·, a child would take the enpt;.y plate down to the servery to get 

another full plate. We knew that the fresh bread would not be given out 

until the stale bread was finished, but it was vei:y difficult to eat our way 

through so much bread. So, whenever we wanted fresh bread, we just scraped 

the butter off the stale bread, piled the bread up under the tea urns and 

sent for more. This sometimes meant three or four trips to the servery, 

and much piling under the urns, cut when the fresh bread · arrived we had t,he 

extra butter scraped from the stale bread - and lovely .fresh bread thick with 

butter. · This was delicious indeed: 

There was very little in the food line that we didn't like., although· we had 

rather unappetising names for some .items, e.g., "spotted dog" for Sunday 

night's tea was raisin bread, but we liked this. Tapioc·a was "bull's ·eyes", 

and sago was "frog's eyes",· but most of us really disliked these two, and just 

endured them, until we .introduced "sago exercises" at our table. 

had all been served with . sago, the procedure went thus. 

,· 

When we 

(Cont.) 



"Sago Exercises 

One - pick up plate 

Two 

Three 

adjust fingers 

twirl plate three times." 

This was simply ·meant to emphasize 

the glue-like properties of the 

sago. On a11 ·occasions but one 

the sago stuak to the plates. 

But one fateful day mine fell off 

on to the tablecloth at the 

second twirl. 'Barb w_as presiding, 

and she slowly walked towards our 

table. I hastily dropped rt¥ 

serviette on the pool of sticky 

sago. Her eagle eye spotted 
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this, and she told me to remove rtr:f serviette from the table. Barb, of course,_ 

suspected what we had been doing, and stood there while I tried to pick up the 

offending sago with the serviette, then walked away as tho_ugh she didn't see 

the wet sticky patch on the tablecloth. Later, in her usual way, she asked 

me what I had been doing and why. I gave her a vivid description, and she 

promised we wouldn't have sago again. She kept her word~ 

Food, o_f course, was one of our main interests. The area east of the "Broad 

Walk" was a vegetable garden which was out of bounds. In the spring and 

early summer, raw carrots and young white turnips were particularly tempting 

and we often raided the garden. There was the famous occasion of the stolen 

quinces. This was easily detected by the ni.lns, as the culprits, in secreting 
~-

the quinces in their desks, had not realized that quinces have a very distinctive 

and loud aroma. Now I didn't like raw quinces so had taken no part in the 

raiding of the quince tree • I have a vague memory of some type of medicine 

being given to the guilty ones, but although I admitted I had had a bite of 

a quince, I was not included in the medicinal treatment. On the following 

morning after about a dozen of us had been .to Confession, it seems the poor 

priest put his head out the door and announced to the waiting "sinners" that 

he didn't want to hear any more about stolen quinces. I didn't see . this 

myself , but the story was acceptEd at the time. 

There were beautiful spring onions also, and I was very keen on these. So 

one Sunday, Dorothy and I pulled up a handful each and retired to the nuns' 

cemetery where we sat on Mother Gonzaga Barry's grave and enjoyed our onions 

i~ peace. 

study. 

Then, exuding innocence, we returned to the school in time for 

Unfortunately, we were also exuding that volatile constituent so 
I 

characteristic of onions : Before we got as far as the bricks, Barb emerged 

and told us .to approach no further. "You disgusting pair" she said: "Go 

right out -into the paddock as far away from the school as you possibly can, 

and stay there for at least an hour." We did jest that, quite pleased to 

be free in the open air and with a legitimate excuse for net doing our 

homework. 

(Cont.) 
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Only once did we have a midnight feast. It was when I was in the pink room, 

that small room with four beds and wh1ch opened on to the front balcony with 

access to the blue room of six beds. Incidentally, I was in the pink room 

· simply because I had been turfed out of the cubicles as not being worthy of 

such an exalted position. I had two sessions in the cubicles but didn't 

last long on the first occasion • I didn't mind and I felt no shame or guilt 

because it simply .meant to me that I was put back with my own age group who 

were my friends. 

The midnight feast was well organized and we had arranged for a couple of 

others who . slept ;elsewhere to join us and,_ if seen on the way, they were to 
' feign sleepwalking. But to our surprise on the n_ight before our party, the 

two "visitors", those nuns who "went the rounds" at about 9 .• 30 . p.m. with a 

lantern to · see all was locked up, etc., came into our room, kalked straight 

over to the tall cupboards, opened them and flashed the lantern around. We 

sat up and watched. Not a word was said. They closed the cupboards and 

departed. Then it dawned on us. They must have heard a whisper of our 

intention and picked the wrong n_ight. Ha: Ha: we laughed, as we had 

intendep hiding our cakes, etc., in those cupboards - but on the next night: 

So our midnight feast went off with great gusto and no interruption • 

. """"' · : 

'- ·- -

·~ 

.·-? 
.;.;.___ , 

.. -----··· 

It was on the balcony outside this pink room that I walked a mile one night. 

That part of the balcony was about ten yards long, so I walked it 176 ti~s. 

Why I did this I don't know, I told nobody about it, so I suppose it was 

just a kind of endurance test. 

There was one faINJus event the ·culmination of which was known as "Ice Cream 

Monday". 

Sunday. 

I Im sure many of our era will remember this. . It began on . a 

At afternoon tea (4 p.m. on Sundays) to our joy there was ice cream 

·. as an extra, apparently donated by someone who knew children. Well, we all 

had a fair share, but Dorothy and I, as usual ; waited till all the others 

had gone, then we went round and collected the ice cream l eft over at all the 

other tables and ate it. At tea time , on the same day , u5ually "spotted dog" 
, ___ ,._ ' 



night, there was an extra in the form of paste sandwiches. 

repeated our lunch time performance with these sandwiches. 

Dorothy and I 

The next morning 

at Mass I noticed various children going out from the chapel at intervals 

during Mass. Now people just don't go out from Mass for nothing. I was 

puzzled till I no.ticed a couple of them looking distinctly· pale and greenish. 

After Mass we were lined up in the school waiting to go to breakfast. Louie 

Gon was in charge. To 'lfr:I surprise she asked: "Would all those girls wh<> 

were sick during the night or during Mass put up their hands". A forest of 

hands went up. Louie then said: "Put your hands dowri. It will be easier 

to count the ones w~o weren't. Hands up those who were not sick". Dorothy 

and I put our 
i 

hands up but no one else did. Louie sent the rest of thein up 

to breakfast, and told us to wait. She · then asked us if we had had any ice 

cream, as they were trying to find out which of the two extras had ·caused the 
. \ 

trouble. We said: "Yes". She asked had we had much, so we had to admit 
. . 

to our _ greed. Then she asked about the paste sandwiches, and again we had 
i 

to admit we had had more than anyone else. I can see now Louie' s look of · 

disgust saying: "You disgusting creatures, if anyone deserved to be sick 

you two did:;, So off we went to breakfast, where we heard the sad story of 

long queues at the lavatories both inside and outside. The inside lavs. 

were in little rooms outside the two main dormitories - they were never 

mentioned and I don't know really what they looked like, as I don't remember 

ever seeing inside the .rooms. We felt very sorry for the suffering of our 

friends and wondered how we escaped. That morning, I believe at singing 

class Sonny West announced a new song called "Melt, Melt my ~ains". He 

wondered why the class shrieked with laughter: 

There was a. nun named Mother Emil i .an, who· according to rumour was supposedly 

of aristocratic lineage. She wasn't exactly hatqhty but she inspired awe. 

Now she taught us etiquette, or rather tried to, and this was the only time 

we ever saw her - she seemed just to materialize from higher regions for 

half an hour and then depart. Though I recognized that most of what she 

told us was just common-sense and was the sort of behaviour I was accustomed 

to at home, I .quite enjoyed her sessions simply for the fun of misinterpreting 

her directions. In those days the class differences were very marked and 

we were supposed to take our place in the world later on as "Ladies". Poor 

Mother Emilian tried hard . "A lady always sits with her knees toge~her." 

"When standing a lady always keeps her feet together." Of course, I 

delighted in showing that this could be done in a very ugly manner, while 

. -· - ··-- . ·--- · -· · ·· · ·--: · - -•· r·• · - --:~:-:- .. . ··- - . - -~>.·-·-:---~:}::"._ -~~:-'"'~.::;:::':°: ._..:.:=-:: .. 
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still following directions quite literally. Mother Emilian was not amused. 

One day she had spent some time in showing us how to enter a room. Before 

enteri_ng, the door must be opened wide. Several of us had been told to do 

this as demonstration. (_I was not one of the chosen.) The point had been 

made when,' to our joy, the door opened a few inches and rotund Rene Scullion, 

very late, squeezed in trying not to attract attention. She could not have 

chosen a better mon~nt. We yell~d with laughter: Poor Rene was quite 

unaware of the subject of the lesson: 

In our time we went home only for term holidays~ as we spent Easter at school. 
; 

Easter was a fabulous time. There seemed to be a nice balance between 

religious ceremonies and pleasant recreation~ coming as a suitable end to · 

Qur efforts at self-denial duri_ng Lent. There were .Penitential Psalms 

recited in the chapel, and although rather burdensome to children, . did 

afford some amusement ·- "the sparrow all alone on the housetops", etc., sent 

us into terrible giggles, that delicious feeling of suppressed laughter 

when all is meant to be so solemn. When we were seniors we were allowed 

to stay up for the Midnight Holy hour on Holy Thursday, and sat in . the west 

cloister where the Altar of Repose was placed. I have to admit it was a 

great effort to stay awake, and it was just sheer egotism· t.~at made .me want 

to take part in this. I always liked the Good Friday ceremonies, they 

seemed so really good. But most of the functions I found hard because of 

the discipline involved. But I have been very grateful for this in later 

life. 

After mid-day on Holy Saturday when Lent ended in those days, I always had 

a tremendous feeling of release~ Greedy as ever,· sweets were our main 

interest; the usual Lenten .self-denial had been to do w"ithout sweets, and 

we certainly made up -for it at Easter, particularly if we had any visitors 

to take ·us out. It seems that our only interest in visitors was to be taken 

to an hotel for a meal, or to Brazenor's famous cafe, and then talk about 

it afterwards. 

Some girls were overheard one day discussing the parents who had come to see 

. their children at Easter. One said: "Did you see Lucy Kerley' s parents?" 

"No," replied the other, "but I bet they were pretty terrible." "Oh, no," 

said the first girl, "they're marvellous, so good looking and very well 

dressed." "Well," said the other, "I wonder where they got such a terri:Ole 

child?" When told cibout th.is conversation, I just glowed with pleasure. 

I didn't care that they thought I was terrible, but I was proud of my parents -

they were the best. 

reflected glory, 

And so for the .rest of my schooldays I basked in their 

Easter Saturday afternoon, .Sunday and Monday were given up to sport and , 
entertainment. Usually the school was divided into three groups, e.g., 

_Greeks, Romans .and Assyrians (or perhaps Egyptians), then on another occasion 

Gypsies, Grandees . and Peasants. Each group dressed the part and acted 

accordingly right through the. week-end. There-were competitive races, a 

procession, all culminating in a concert on the Monday .night when each group 

, · (Cont.) · .. 
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presented a short play appropriate to the group. The nuns and the rest of 

the_ girls voted for the_ group they considered best. The winning group 

positively glowed with the honour, the prize being of minor importance -

usually a token Easter egg. 

One Easter we had the most thrilling chariot races - the best runners in 

each group were the horses and the next best were the charioteers. We had 

no chariots or vehicle of any kind but imagination supplied this, and we 

couldn't have felt more thrilled if we had had the most authentic horses 

and chariots. 

a terrific 

~ remember having Nell Kennedy as my horse once; she was 
i 

sprin~r. · 

I 
I 

.I 
! 

, . . i 
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The organizer and controller general .of all these activities was Mother 

Catherine· Goddard, known as Kate. Now Kate was a tremendous "character", 

unique in her way. She was a tall person - not fat but large, meaning in 

proportion to her height. Her face was large and suntanned, and she had 

large teeth like a horse, and very expressive eyes which twinkled with 

.amusement, and she often seemed amused. Kate was typically English - her 

father had been a sea-captain - and Kate was an artist in her own right. 

She was very colourful, and her i nfluence ,seemed to permeate the whole school.· 

Under her guidance we put on many plays ranging from Miracle plays, Greek 

tragedies, 'Shakespeare and so on to Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch. I 

think w~ enjoyed doing Mrs. Wiggs best as she had numerous children and we 

felt at home acting the part of children, even though on one occasion it 

meant having our hair tightly plaited into numerous little plaits which 

had to be ironed on the ironing board by Mrs. Wiggs. Our wriggles and squeals 

were genuine, but our friends in the audience thought it was good acting. 

Most of these _plays were put on to celebrate something - mostly Nun's Feast 

Days. We always put on a French play in English for Mother Peter. One 

such was Monsieur Perichon. All I can remember is being dressed as a large 

fat innkeeper with a handle bar moustache, and inadvertently making an 

entrance from a fireplace instead of a door. In my agitation, the pillow 

tied round my middle to give rotundity began t-o slip. I clutched at it to 

hold it in place. My shame and humiliation was complete 'when afte~ .the 

show ; Little B~, with obvious distaste, asked me why did I have to use two .. 
· pillows instead of one. I was too taken aback to tell her I had only one. 

I enjoyed taking part in these plays _in a sort of masochistic way, as I 

always felt a fool and most inadequate. But there were some quite good 
actresses - Nell Fogarty was one. She seemed to be .able to cope with any 

role, and often carried the rest of us. We were always grateful to people 

like her as they often prevented our efforts from being a complete flop. 
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Actually the rehearsals were always fun, and Kate worked hard to train us~ 

She was so cheerful, but had one danger signal. If she addressed us as 

"Darli.ng" we knew we had to go carefully. 

patience w~s running out. 

"But Darling" meant Kate's 

There were occasions when we were left to our own devices. 

an ambitious atte,mpt to do the Witches' scene from Macbeth. 

One such was 

Poor innocents, 

we rushed headlong in, and when the audience shrieked with laughter at the 

antics of the witches - Marie O'Meara was particularly impressive whirling 

like a dervish and practically standing on her head - we thought we were 
; 
; 

great. , It was ~nly later when we received ~o comment from the nuns t;hat 

we sensed our tr~mendous mistake. 
I 

Kate, of course, :taught us painting and drawing. It was on~y by chance 

that I was included in her class. When I was a small child, I had been 

drawing literally from the age of 2~ years, my parents encouraged me by 

givi.ng me. a box of watercolour paints. for .my fourth birthday. I still 

remember the tremendous joy of that m:>ment when I opened the _parcel and 

saw the paints. Only once in later life have I experienced such a moment 

of astonished pleasure and that was when I was presented with a John Brack 

painting in 1973. So I went on drawing and painting anything that · came 

in sight (no o·ne tried to direct Jl'e, thank heavens) - until I reached ten 

years of .age, and other children made fun oi me at old "Wackford Squeers" 

school where art was just not considered. So I became ashamed of it and 

drew only when I thought no one would see me. Hence by the "time · I came 

to Mary's Mount my drawing was a very private activity. One day I can 

remember Kate in the refectory asking who wanted to do drawing and who 

wanted to do physics, because the times clashed and we couldn't do both. 

I kept quiet and made no comment. However, some time later one of the girls · 

found ~drawing of mine in a book I had lent her. I forgot the drawing was 

there. We were in · a class of Mother Michael's at the time, and the girl 

showed the drawing to Mike who promptly said: "I am going to show this to 

Mother Catherine". I squirmed with embarrassment. The result was Kate 

got hold of me and said you are going to learn drawing and painting whether 

you like it or not. I felt relieved; at last I could, with official 

approval, indulge my love of drawing. . From then on, Wednesday afternoon 

was the highlight of the .week until I was allowed into the Finishing Class, 

where I had plenty of time for art. Now this class, formerly the Culture · 

Class, was very interesting, the participants were rather mixed, There 

were people who had already matriculated, pe.ople who had passed Intermediate 

and some who had not. But we all met on the conunon level of our interest 

in art ·in its various aspects. I enjoyed this class because it appealed to 

my natural desire to loaf,, · but I missed. the depth of thinki.ng of mathematics; · 

which I enjoyed as much as drawing. But in those days our outlook was 

·.totally different from the present era. Examination results were not 

considered important, and only ·those capable of passing Leaving and Leaving 

Honours were encouraged to do these exams. Unfortunately, this meant ·that . 

(Cont.) 



in mathematics I was often the only one doing say Leaving Algebra, or Honours 

Trigonometry or some such subject. Hence there was no competition, and as 

Louie Gen commented in later years: "You did little work and just relied 

· on your natural ability to get you through". This sort of thing resulted 

in no strain and .if we could get by without "swotting" we did so. 

And so I dived into the Finishing Class with much gusto. Here, as well 

as painting and drawing, we learnt history and appreciation of art and 

architecture, which introduced us to Egyptian and Assyria.• history. This 

was done as a discussion group. There were Dorothy Andre, Nance Barwick, · 

Cassie Duane, Joan Stanwix, Kath Forbes and myself. I understood it was 

through Kate's lnfluence that the subject of Art was introduced into the · 

Public Exams. Before this there was a subject called Drawing, which 

involved geometric drawing· and perspective, etc. But, at Kate's instigation, 

an alternative was devised which included History of Art and Architecture, 

Design, Free hand drawing and perspective. So we all had ·t9 sit for this 

exam at Leaving or Leaving Honours level - this rather spoilt our sense of 

freedom, but we felt someone had to use the new syllabus, so we .were the 

guinea pigs. As we were considered old enough to begin standi.ng on our 

own feet, we were left to our own devices as far as study was concerned. 

So we were introduced to what were called "Travel Talks". For this we 

were given an itinerary to work out by using all the books we could get 

hold of including art, history, architecture and travel. · At the end of 

the term, we then had to write an essay as though writing to a friend 

describing a trip abroad. We did Venice, Rome, Sienna, Florence. Then 

Paris and its environs was another trip, and we also did Oxford, Chester · 

and the Shakespeare country. We made sketches of buildings1 etc., collected 

photographs and slides and read · many books trudng notes and thoro.ughly 

enjoyed our mental trips through these countries. . It certainly gave us an · 

appreclation of the art of the past. Kate had an ancient epidiascope, an 

antique contraption depending on the use of mirrors, which she used to throw 

reproductions of paintings of the Old Masters on to a large screen. We 

lapped this up although we were too inexperienced and uncritical to understand 

them properly. My only criticism of all this is that it stopped before the 

era of the Impressionists who were hardly mentioned, and modern art was 

lumped under the heading of "Futuristic Art", and considered a joke. This 

was simply the fault of the Australian outlook - we were very remote, after 

all, it was only a very few years since the first decrepit aeroplane had 

flown from England, and Europe was a long way away. In fact, Australia did 

not see any modern art until the famous exhibition sponsored by the - "Herald" 

in 1939 and held at the Melbourne Town Hall. I remember this myself, and 

being astonished at a painting by Braque and another by Salvador Dali. To 

Australia, they were very· new, yet most of them had been painted many years 

before. 

Our Finishing .class was . held partly in St. Anne's behind the Lodge.. Incidentally, 

in the Lodge lived an ancient couple whose names I have forgotten. We didn't 

see much of them and treated them with that distant courtesy that children 
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show to the mys t erious and unknown . St . Anne' s had onc e been a kinder garten 

before we occupied it •. I don't know what it is now. For part of our time 

the Finish1=.ng Class occupied ha1f of the .Science Lab. - a ni"ce touch ahnost. 

representing the overlap of the "two cultures" . Kate had a deep, pleasant 

voice and told us many stories of her life as an artist in London before 

she entered. And joy of joys, she had actually smoked back in 1901. So 

Dorothy and I wer~n't so advanced after all when we found an old pipe in 

the box of "play clothes", removed the plu9ging and smoked dried pine nee.dles . 

in it under a hedge in the paddock. 
i 
! 

We painted_ many back-drops for plays and thought ourselves wonderful scenic 

artists, ·particularly after a glacier scene I had painted was assumed by 

the audience to have been painted by Kate. I could only assume that the 

opinion of that ~udience was not very valuable and rather ili~informed. 

I was aware of this, and it was a valuable lesson for me. By the ~ay, the 

dressing room on 'the left-hand side of the stage (see diagram below) 

doubled for Kate's studio. It always smelt of deteriorating glue size 

which has a most unpleasant smell after bacterial attack. It was from 

the window of this room that Kate saw what she described as "some very 

strange sights". We assumed she meant our "bend.ing down" past the half 

glassed door which was in direct line of sight of her studio. But we made 

no response and pretended we didn't know what she meant. Nothi_ng would . . 

have made us mention ·lavatories to a· nun. Nuns were beings apart - we had 

never seen a nun eat until one day when we had· a picnic at the Gong Gong 

.Reservoir. I can remember feeling very embarrassed at seeing Little B • 

eati_ng, and walked right away. 

In 1927, the Duke arid Duchess of York (later King Geo_rge VI and Queen Elizabeth) 

visited Ballarat and, as part of their itinerary, they had to pass Mary's Mount. 

Permission was obtained to all.ow their car to deviate from the main centre of 

Sturt Street to the side carriage-way along the front entrance of Mary's Mount. 

There was, as usual, much activity on the part· of Kate and the Finishing Class, 

and it was decided to decorate the front gate. There were banners and the 

Royal Coat of Arms under the battlements, tudor roses above the arches, coats 

of arms of Australia and I think Ballarat above the buttresses, paintings · 

saying "Welcome" on the buttresses, and two large paintings one on either 

side of the small gate~, depi.cting scenes of York and Windsor. I remember 

these two particularly well because I painted them, and I will never forget 

the difficulty of trying to paint a log of wood on the river ban~ near 

Windsor ~astle - it would persist in looking like a roll of beef. I can 

still see this in the photograph taken at the time. There is an aspect of 

(Cont.) 
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this Royal visit which still puzzles . me. Before the Royal couple arrived, 

we were lined up on each side of .the .carriage-way, , the orches_tra near · the 

gates ~eady to play the National Anthem .or. something appropriate, and the 

nuns gathered near at hand. A little girl, one of ~e · Hobans, represented 

the third generation of Mary's Mount children, was waiting with a large 

btinch of flbWers · to present to the Duchess. About five.minutes before their 

arrival a nun came up to me and said you are to go tip and present the flowers 

with Vi.rginia Hoban. I was astonished,· I had no claim to virtue to entitle 

me .to this and, in any case, I wanted to stand with Dorothy and fey other 
; 

friends. But I '. had to go, and stand . there with a fourth school child! I 

feit the indigni~y of fey position. However, along came the entourage and 

the Royal car slowed down and stopped only momentarily ~ the Duchess was on 

the wrong ·side of the Duke, she had .got in on the right-hand side at the 
I 

Town Hall. We were waiting on the left side. The Duchess was siili.ling . 
' ' 

and waving at th~ .. nuns and didn' .t s .ee us, so the Duk~ smiled and m~.dged ·her 

and she turned, but to get the flowers to her we had to stand on the running 
' ' 

board and push them past the Duke. ·They smilingly said: "Thank you" , and . 

·the car drove· off - all was done in less than one minute. Afterwards I was 

amazed to hear the . little Hoban. girl telling her friends that the· Duke had 

said he knew her father in the First World War! 

children have! 

What imagination littl~ 

What has puzzled me since this. episode is, why was I told to do this? ·were · 

the nuns afraid I I a: do something to. upset the proceedings, ' in which ' case it 

was a master stroke. Or did someone unearth some hitherto ' \.tnknown virtue 

of mine that was considered w~rth rewarding? . I still don't.know the answer 

and probably never will, as I ass-ume the; 'nuns concerned would not · remember 

even if still alive. .\ 

On ,the ilext day the Duke and Duchess arrived in Ca'lberra to open the new 

Federal .Parliament House, which. had been the purpose of their. visit. " At 

the .same time and on the same day we opened two new l?vatories, and. with 

much ceremony and dignity .Dorothy and I christe~ed them Be:i;tie .. and Bes,s • . 

I did hear some time af:ter I had left school .that they were still known· as 

Bertie and Bess, until removed when the school was sewered. What .is fame 

""!'' FF~":l'.;-tJl-Ms 
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after that! Incidentally, they were just off 

the passage outside the ha,lf glas~ed door, and 

their very .position may. have led to the demise 

of the "Bending down past the door". 

In our era we had very little communication with the world outside ,the school. 

R.adio,or wireless as it was then known, was in its. infancy and very few 

people had wireless sets. / We had it at home simply because fey brother was 

a keen wireless "ham" and had made us a set. The nuns invit(:?d him to: bring 

a wireless to the school to let the children hear it~ This would have been 

about 1926 or 19~7. Jim was a. teenager at t;he time, and brought P~ul Murphy 

(brother of Sheila) with him, I assu:ne for moral support. I don't remember 
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much about it except that the radio set was a large thing about three feet 

long and there was much winding and unwinding of large lengths of insulated 

wiri.ng before the demonstration began. My brother carefully ignored my 

existence, and for this I was very grateful because, even though it was 

regarded as an historic occasion, I was embarrassed by the reflected glory 

it thrust on me. 

event than I do • . , 

I think Sull (Sister Judith) remembers more about this 

Now to me newspapers assumed an aura of wickedness which could be coped with 

only by adults. : This was simply because most children were not allowed to 

read the newspapers even · at home. This ~as. supposed to be a way of 

protecti.ng us from the sordid side of life - we were not supposed to know 

:about murders, divorce or any of the seamier aspects of life. In fact, 
; 

I was fifteen before I ever knew of anyone who was divorced. \ I thought 

such things were confined to actors and actresses in America, and mentioned 

only in hushed voices ·so the children wouldn't hear. I don't think my 

parents need have worried unduly, ·because as a small child the only part of 

a newspaper that interested me was the comic strip section. 

In an attempt to keep us au fait with current affairs, Barb would often read 

out suitably selected extracts from the daily papers, sometimes in the 

refectory at meals and sometimes in the Big School. 

opportunity to quiz us on the meanings of many words. 

She took this 

This .is a very vivid 

memory as I could give the r .ight answer simply by considering their French 

or Latin derivations. . It was in this way that I first met the word 

"ubiquitous" and immediately understood it. 

Now Barb was an interesting · reader and some of the books she read to .us held 

us enthralled, particularly "The Red House Mystery" by A.A. Milne. This 

was fascinating and supplied us with much material for discussion and 

mental exercise, as Barb would leave it to be continued at a most exciting 

point. We loved being amateur sleuths and would carefully weigh the 

evidence for and against the various aspects in preparation for the eagerly 

awaited next instalment. Another book was "The Re-creation of Brian Kent", 

whose author I have forgotten. The only imp~ct this book made on me was 

that Barb told· us she would have to leave out one chapter since it was not 

suitable for children. But about twenty years . later I found a copy in the 

then Melbourne PUblic Lending Library. At last I would be able to read 

that chapter~ I read through the whole book but s·imply could not find any 

chapter that I would consider unsuitable for children. . It seemed to me 

then to be a most innocuous b6ok. 

This ·over-protection of our generation tended . to give us an unnecessary 

sense of guilt, and the most harmless pranks as.sumed the proportions of 

crime. Now we were not allowed to go outside the. grounds without special 

·.permissi.on '· but one day Dorothy Andr~ and .Thora Short walked out and went 

down to a little sweet shop in Sturt Street not far away and fairly close 

to Dorothy's home and which Dorothy was accustomed to use when at home. 

(Cont.) 
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They apparently bought sweets and decided to return via the back gate· of , 

the paddock just near the lake to avoid po.ssible detection. By this time 

they should have been in the school doing homework, and their absence was 

noticed. As I was in a · different form from them, I was unaware. of their 

activities until asked by Barb if I knew where they were. I didn't • . 

However, a couple of Councillors found the unlucky pair at the back gate. 

Thora, the less athletic of ~e two, was sitting astride the top of the 

gate unable to get down; Dorothy, standing by couldn't desert her friend, and 

was desperately ~rying to help her down. What actually took place after 

this I don't re~mber except that they were ~ent to Coventry", not allowed 
I 

to wear .their school uniforms and not allowed to mix with the others. As 

I was their speclal . friend, Barb let me speak to them, knowing quite well 
. ' 

that I would anyway. They were very worried and were quite siire they 
' 

would be expelled. But after two or three days all was fo~given and they· 

returned to the fold and the uniform. Normally, we scorned our uniform, 
i 

· a saxe blue dress with black stockings and shoes, but this epis"ode 'made 

us realize ~at underneath it all we ·really valued them or rather what 

they represented, very highly. Does this custom of "sending to .Coventry" 

still exist? I hope not, because as well as the harshness to the one 

"sent" it was also rather hard on the "senders" if they were friends of 

the victim. 

Now once a year we endured a Retreat. As the name implies, I think we 

were supposed to retreat from the flesh-pots and concentrate on spirituai 

renewal. To me this was a most burdensome activity - that terrible three 

days of silence relieved only by my ability to use the deaf and dumb 

language. The boredom of tryi.ng to read so-called "holy" books and the 

lives of those insipid and colourless Saints made the lectures in the Chapel 

almost .a relief, as the priest, usually a Redemptorist, tried to intersperse 

his talks with a little light entertainment. I had a slight feeling of 

gl1ilt at laughing in the Chapel . There was a large fat priest, a Father 

Kelly, who made us laugh a lot. Apparently he tried to speak to adults 

on the same childish plane, because I remember my father's disgust at his 

antics when conducting a mission in Geelong a few years later. 

It was during a Retreat that I played a trick on Little B. She was presiding, 

and as it was winter we were .allowed to sit round the fire in the Big School 

the fireplace beyond the folding doors. We were supposed to be reading in 

silence. All of a sudden the silence was shattered by a loud "Damn" from 

one of our number •. Next thing Little B appeared, called me over to her 

and in her courteous way qently b.egan to reprimand me and dissertated on 

the vulgarity. of such an expression. Horrid creature that I was, I let 

her go on right to the end, then smugly announced that it wasn't I who said 

it at all~ . Poor Little B was so apologetic : and tried to make up for her 

mistake by lending me a slightly less .revolting holy book. I innnediately 

felt a first class "heel", because it was the only time that I was not 

guiit~ of a misdemeanor. 

(Cont.) 
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sometimes during the Retreat we were allowed to play tennis - in silence: 

Tennis and basketball .were our two main sports, and it was in our time that 

the Ballarat Schoolgirl Tennis Championships originated. To belong to one 

of the teams and compete in the championships was a much coveted honour, 

partly because like external exams, it meant an outing for us. Feeling 

pretty horrible in those long sleeved white tennis dresses which were a 

few inches below· the knees, and worn with white stockings and with royal 

blue· crossed racquets and "M.M." for Mary's Mount embroidered on the pocket, 

we went forth to. play teams at Queen's, Clarendon, and Ballarat East. We 

enjoyed the game~ but the food was the highlight of the day. Return matches 
. ~ 

also meant an extra special afternoon tea · for the teams. Apparently 
i 

ambition was not j one of my vices but love of food was ~ no wonder I had a 

la.rge fat face and to my disgust was called "Bessie Bunter" •. 
i 

I 
We had a tennis ladder which reflected the ups and downs (not of Marjorie) 

but of our play, · as we had a system of challenges. The person below you 

could challenge you and if beaten, you went down one place and the winner 

went up one. If you reached the top four by the end of the year, you 

then went through semi-finals and finals rather like the Football League 

Ladder. It was always good to play Nance Barwick who was a good enthusiastic 

player. I remember playing her in a final one year and winning a cup. · I 

think I won it the previous year also, but can't remember the runner-up. 

These days I confine my athletic activity to swimming. 

·The Barwicks were unusual in that there were four of them at ·Mary's Mount at 

the one time - a representative in each division. They were Nance, Monica, 

Coon and Mat, and when their parents rang them from home (usually at tea time) , 

there would be a great flurry and ·rush as the four rushed out of the 

refectory, down the stairs along the corridor, through the door to the. nun's 

side and up the front stairs to the 'phone, each trying to be first ti).ere. 

They held the record for . the greatest number in any one family at the school 

at ·the one time. until the Whites appeared in 1927. There were five of 

them - Mary, Lil, Sheila, Peg and Pat. . They also rushed to the 'phone with 

a greater flurry and bustle. It was only this year, .1975, that I saw where 

that 'phone used to be. Sul! showed it to me. 
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It is not surprising that we had a number of funerals of old nuns. Now a 

funeral to us meant a welcome disruption to the usual routine, as we were 

not directly involved, and in most cases didn't even know the nun concerned. 

Occasionally we had a half holiday - or to put it more delicately classes 

were suspended for a couple of tiours • Now, one funeral stands out vividly 

in my memory although I don't remember whose. She must have been rather 

im!>ortant because after the Requiem Mass we were lined up on each side of 

the drive to form a guard of honour. The bell was tolling for the funeral 

to move off. · ~e waited i .n silence, but nothing happened. To pass the 

time, a few of u~ started to play "Jacks" with the pebbles on the drive, 
I 

much to the annoyance of the councillors. Running almost parallel with 
i 

the drive and ab6ut 25 feet from it, dividing the vegetable garden from 

the front garden was a shoulder-high. hedge. To our joy, wh~t did we see 
\ : 

bobbing along the other side of this hedge but the head and battered old 
; 

felt hat of "Uncle", the night-man who came in the day time! Although we 

couldn't see it, ·we knew he was pushing a wheelbarrow carrying two sealed 

cans. I waved to him, very .politely. He stopped, raised his hat and · 

called out: "Morning Missie".• ·and went on his way. Next thing, '·down the 

drive hurried the undertaker resplendent in morning suit of tails, striped 

pants and top hat. The bell was still tolling. Of course, we all craned 

forward to see what was happening and .there, right across the big entrance 

gates, "Uncle's Cart", that large rectangular structure like the rock of 

Gibraltar, was blocking the entrance. The funeral couldn't start till he 

moved • For us it was an hilarious moment. Children are s~ basic! 

. . . 
. -· -----~- - · . _:__~~· -:- -.. -·. - . . ··-·· - ·- · .... ····- -

A source of great interest to us was "The other side", that mysterious and 

unknown area where the nuns lived, in "cells". 

The novices and postulants had that large three-storey brick buildi.ng known 

as the Novitiate. In those days all .novices came to Mary's Mount to start 

their religious life • We used to see them at Mass in the mornings - and I 

. can remember looking at them one morning and thinking to myself "ho~ever 

could they want. to be nuns, fancy never seeing another moving picture ever 

again!" I was going through the stage of hero worshipping the Hollywood 
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screen characters. However, times having changed, I have no doubt nuns 

see jus·t as much as we do now. A few years ago I actually met Jiddy Bo 

with some other .nuns in the foyer of a picture theatre in Bourke Street, 

Melbourne •. 

There were also the lay nuns, those wonderful people who worked so quietly 

and efficiently that we were hardly aware of wha!: we owed them. I remember 

a Sister Clare - a large nun·who used to polish the floors with an enormous 

heavy thing called a rubber which she pushed over the floors with a long 

handle. The efficiency of the rubber depended on its weight, and a woman 

had to be strong; indeed to wield it successfully. Sister Clare was the 

only nun whose arms I ever saw, she had to roll her sleeves up and pin her 

veil back, and pin up her outerskirt (there were many underneath) to do her 

. job properly. 

We even saw her ankles. 

Then there was Sister Elizabe.th, 

known as "Dal.lin Bath" (pronounced 

short "a" as in "hath"). "Where 

I : . 
.. . ! ,. 

-.--· -··- -----

are you going Dallin' , are you 

going to have a bath?", she often 

asked me as she saw me racing 

down the corridor at 6.20 a . m. 

- --~ 

She was very kind to us, and 

would fill up my little aluminium jug with hot water for me at night. I 

think she did it for love of the little jug, as I .remember promising her 

I would leave it to h~r in my will. We always treated the lay nuns with 

the utmost courtesy and we had a ver:j soft spot for them. 

In an endeavour to see "the other side", one day Dorothy and I went up to 

the top dressing room whose end window looked out over the flat roof of the 

front part of the convent . We opened the window, tied two belts to a 

chair and lowered it out on to the roof, ·then we climbed down via the chair. 

We felt very open to view once we were on the· roof·, so sheltered behind the 

chimneys, moving rapidly from one to the other. But we saw nothing of 

interest - only a slightly different view of the garden between the school 

and the novitiate. It was very disappointing~ Many . oth.ers did this . sort 

of thing with similar results, the only difference being our use of the 

chair ·to ease our return .journey • 

. . 
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At the end of each term there was that lovely feeli_ng of impending freed6m 

as we packed our cases to go home for the holidays •. The children who went 

to Melbourne left in the morning to get the train. We, who went .to the ·· 

Western District and Geelong, felt very important because we didn't leave 

until about 3 o rciock in the afternoon and so had lunch together, only three 

or four of us in the big refectory, and a nun would sit and talk to us. It 

was all so delightfully informal. This was my first inkling that most things 

are enjoyed by contrast. If we were not disciplined most of the time we 

would not enjoy ~e smaller pleasures of freedom. 

In the morning, the cabs would arrive to take the Melburnians, and would 

come r_ight into T11e .area between the music cells and the school just near · 

II the bricks n o They were that ancient type of horse drawn cab, which fitted 

eight children in the back on the two seats facing each other. . Great 

excitement as the cabs moved off, waving and farewells from the nuns and 
i 

remaining children, with those excited promises to write .during the holidays , 

and which were seldom carried out. 

. . . , , .. 
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For the Geelong children there were still a few hours before departure. 

This we occupied by wandering around unrestricted by rules, chatting to 

nuns and making sure our bags were finally packed - then to a leisurely lunch. 

By 2.15 p.m. or thereabouts our one cab would arrive, luggage put aboard by 

the cabman, quieter farewells than in the morning, then off we'd. go waving 

till we were out of sight, and enjoying the delic1ous sound of the hard 

wheels crunching the stones on the "broad walk". 

gates_, we would start the traditional chant:_,. 

Before reaching the main 

"One more minute and we will be 

out of the gates of L.A.B. 

No more Latin, no more French 

No more sitting on the hard old bench 

No more bread as hard as bricks, 

No more porridge stirred with sticks. II 

. (Cont.) 
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I can't remember the rest - perhaps I never knew it. The fact that the 

implication of · the words of this so_ng was so wrong didn't worry us - it was 

a tradition and had to be kept. 

Now the cabby was a very kindly soul and looked after us as though we were 

his own children. When we arrived at the Ballarat station he would take 

us into the train, put our luggage in the van and choose a suitable 

compartment for us and wait until the train left, waving us goodbye from 

the platform. One time, before the Christmas holidays when we took our 

big trunks home, : after seeing the luggage into the van he came along to · 
' 

the carriage to make sure we were all right. He mentioned that my luggage 

was overweight and he had paid a shilling to cover it. I thanked him 

politely, then waved goodbye and off we went. When rny father met me at 

the Geelong station, he remarked on the weight of my luggage~ so I said: 

"Yes, · Dad, Mr. Cabbie said it was overweight and he paid a shilli_ng extra 
' 

for it. Wasn't he good?" Dad said: "Did you give him his shilling?" 

I said: "No, should I have?" Dad laughingly explained that parents pay 

for their children but we mustn't expect other people to pay for us. I 

was a child of that era and was used to having everything done for .me. 

Then after the holidays just as we were leavi_ng for school in the train 

e_ight weeks later Dad said: "Don't forget to pay Mr. Cabbie his shilling". 

So as soon as ·we arrived at Ballarat station, Mr. Cabbie was waiting for us, 

I rushed up to him thrusting a shilling at him and said: "I owe you a 

shilli_ng from last'·"ti'lna and rny father said I should have paid you then". 

He laughed and said: "I didn't worry, I knew you wouldn't forget". And 

so in his kindly way picked up our luggage and drove us back to school • 
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